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Tournament Rules 2021/22 

EUROPEAN RUGBY 2021/22 

TOURNAMENT RULES 

The following rules (the “Tournament Rules”) form part of the terms and conditions of participation in the two 
European Rugby 2021/22 tournaments (namely, the 2021/22 Heineken Champions Cup and the 2021/22 EPCR 
Challenge Cup; each a “Tournament”, and together the “Tournaments”).  They regulate the format and playing 
aspects of the Tournaments.  No Club or Person may participate in any of the Tournaments unless it/he/she has 
accepted these Tournament Rules and agreed (in the case of a Club, on its own behalf and on behalf of each of its 
Persons) to be bound and to abide by them.  Participation in any of the Tournaments will be deemed to signify 
such acceptance and agreement (irrespective of whether or not --- in the case of a Person --- such Person has 
executed and returned an Acknowledgement and Agreement Form pursuant to clauses 1.4.4 and/or 1.4.5 of the 
Participation Agreement). 

Capitalised terms used in these Tournament Rules shall, unless defined elsewhere in these Tournament Rules, 
have the meanings ascribed to them in Appendix One to these Tournament Rules. 

These Tournament Rules will, unless otherwise stated, apply in respect of both Tournaments. 

1. Tournament participants 

A. Acceptance 

1.1 Each of the Tournaments is organised and administered by, and played under the jurisdiction of, 
EPCR.  Each Tournament shall be contested by Clubs satisfying each of the following conditions: 

1.1.1 the Club has qualified to participate in the Tournament pursuant to criteria agreed by the 
members of EPCR;  

1.1.2 the Club has delivered to EPCR a validly executed copy of the Participation Agreement, 
formally agreeing, on its own behalf and on behalf of each of its Players and other Persons, 
to be bound and to abide by the terms and conditions of participation in the Tournament 
set out in the Participation Agreement (of which these Tournament Rules form part); and 

1.1.3 EPCR has allowed the Club to participate in the Tournament in accordance with clause 1.2, 
below. 

1.2 EPCR reserves the right not to allow (or to allow only conditionally) a Club to participate in one or 
more of the Tournaments.  If EPCR does not allow one or more Clubs to participate in one or more 
of the Tournaments (or if, after a Club has been allowed only conditionally to participate in any of 
the Tournaments, the conditions are not satisfied), the EPCR Board will determine which club (if 
any) should instead be allowed to participate in the relevant Tournament(s).  If before or during any 
Tournament a Club is expelled or suspended from its domestic club competition by any competent 
sporting body, then without prejudice to any action that might follow under the Disciplinary Rules 
the matter will be considered by the EPCR Board who will determine the appropriate 
consequences, which may include the Club’s expulsion from the Tournaments (and in which case 
the EPCR Board will also determine all further consequences, such as whether the expelled Club 
can be replaced and how to treat the Tournament playing record of the expelled Club). 

B. Independence 

1.3 To safeguard the sporting integrity of EPCR club competitions in the eyes of their stakeholders, 
unless EPCR consents in writing in advance (which consent may be subject to conditions) no 
situation may be allowed to arise where: 

1.3.1 one Club participating in a Tournament has the power, actual or apparent, to influence the 
management, administration and/or sporting performance of another Club participating in 
a Tournament (whether or not it is the same Tournament); and/or 

1.3.2 one natural or legal person or his/her/its associate (an “Entity”) has the power, actual or 
apparent, to influence the management, administration and/or sporting performance of 
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more than one Club participating in the Tournaments (whether or not in the same 
Tournament). 

1.4 Whether or not a Club or Entity has the power, actual or apparent, to influence the management, 
administration and/or sporting performance of a(nother) Club participating in a Tournament, within 
the meaning of clause 1.3, above, is a question of fact to be determined in all the circumstances of 
the particular case.  By way of example only, and not by way of limitation, a Club or Entity shall be 
presumed (subject to a showing to the contrary) to have the power, actual or apparent, to influence 
the management, administration and/or sporting performance of a(nother) Club participating in a 
Tournament if that Club or Entity: 

1.4.1 holds, or deals in, or controls any voting rights associated with, the securities or shares of the 
(other) Club (save that, in the case of an Entity, a holding of 20 per cent or less of the issued 
share capital of the Club, for investment purposes only, shall be disregarded for the purposes 
of this sub-clause); or 

1.4.2 is a member of the (other) Club; or 

1.4.3 is involved in any capacity whatsoever in the management, administration or sporting 
performance of the (other) Club. 

1.5 In any event, no situation may be allowed to arise where: 

1.5.1 one Club holds, or deals in, or controls a holding of more than 20 per cent of the issued share 
capital of another Club; or 

1.5.2 one Entity holds, or deals in, or controls a holding of more than 20 per cent of the issued 
share capital in two or more Clubs (for example, if an Entity holds 100 per cent of the issued 
share capital in Club A, then it is prohibited from holding, dealing in or controlling a holding 
of more than 20 per cent of the issued share capital in another Club). 

1.6 A Club shall comply, and shall procure that its directors, officers, employees, shareholders and other 
representatives shall comply, with any request made by EPCR for information that EPCR requires 
in order to determine whether or not a situation has arisen or may arise that falls within the scope 
of clauses 1.3 to 1.5, above (and, aside from any other consequences of a failure or refusal to comply 
with such a request, adverse inferences may be drawn from such a failure or refusal, and it will not 
be a valid excuse for a Club and/or any of its Persons that has failed or refused to comply with such 
a request to rely on any privilege against self-incrimination: any such privilege is deemed to have 
been waived by the Club and its Persons). 

1.7 In the event that a situation has arisen or may arise that falls, in the reasonable opinion of the 
Director-General of EPCR (or his designee), within the scope of clauses 1.3 to 1.5, above, then the 
Director-General of EPCR (or his designee), having discussed the matter in good faith with those 
involved to determine what options exist to resolve the situation, shall be entitled to take such 
measures as he deems necessary to preserve the integrity of the Tournaments in the eyes of their 
stakeholders (which might include barring one or more Clubs from participating in the 
Tournaments, and replacing such Club(s)). 

1.8 For the avoidance of doubt, it is acknowledged that the current relationships between, respectively, 
the Scottish Rugby Union and its club teams, the Irish Rugby Football Union and its provinces, the 
Welsh Rugby Union and its regional teams, and the Federazione Italiana Rugby and its club teams 
do not raise any issues within the scope of clauses 1.3 to 1.5, above. 

1.9 Notwithstanding clause 3.10 of the Participation Agreement, any decisions taken by the Director-
General of EPCR (or his designee) pursuant to this clause 1 may be challenged before the EPCR 
Board.  Any such challenge must be made expeditiously and in compliance with any procedural 
directions that the EPCR Board may issue.  Decisions taken by the EPCR Board pursuant to this 
clause 1 shall be final and binding.   

2. Tournament format  

2.1 The Heineken Champions Cup and the EPCR Challenge Cup will each be played in two stages, the 
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Pool Stage and the Knock-Out Stage, as set out below.    

2.2 The following points shall be awarded based on the results of each Pool Match (such points to be 
referred to as “Match Points” to distinguish them from points scored on the field of play): 

(a) The Club that wins the Match shall be awarded four Match Points or (if it scores four tries or 
more in the process) five Match Points. 

(b) The Club that loses the Match shall be awarded no Match Points or (if it scores four tries or 
more in the process or loses by a margin of seven points or fewer) one Match Point or (if it 
scores four tries or more in the process and loses by a margin of seven points or fewer) two 
Match Points. 

(c) Clubs that draw a Match shall each be awarded two Match Points and any of them that 
scores four tries or more in the process shall be awarded a further one Match Point. 

2.3 The Pool Stage (Heineken Champions Cup): 

2.3.1 For the Pool Stage of the Heineken Champions Cup, EPCR will have divided the Clubs into 
two pools of 12 Clubs each at EPCR’s discretion, but ordinarily the division will be made in 
accordance with a draw process to be determined from time to time by the EPCR Board.   
Subject to clause 5.1, below, each Club shall play two of the other Clubs in its pool (at EPCR’s 
discretion) once at home and once away.  Ordinarily, a Club will not have a fixture scheduled 
against a Club that plays in its same domestic league or other competitions (for example, 
two Clubs that play in the United Rugby Championship competition will not ordinarily be 
scheduled to play against one another) and a Club will not ordinarily have a fixture scheduled 
against a Club that has been categorised or ranked in its same tier (the tiers are based on a 
Club’s qualifying position in its respective league tables or other competition). 

2.3.2 The Clubs finishing in the first eight places of each pool (i.e.  the eight Clubs with the highest 
number of Match Points in each pool) will qualify for the Knock-Out Stage of the Heineken 
Champions Cup.  If two or more Clubs in the same pool have equal Match Points after the 
Pool Stage, then qualification/ranking will be based on: 

(i) the best aggregate points difference (points scored for, less points scored against, on 
the field of play) of the respective Clubs from the Pool Stage; 

(ii) if aggregate points difference is equal, the number of tries scored by the respective 
Clubs in the Pool Stage (i.e.  the Club deemed to have finished or ranked higher will 
be the Club that has scored the most tries in the Pool Stage); 

(iii) if aggregate points difference and number of tries scored are equal, the Club with the 
fewest number of Players suspended by a Disciplinary Committee or Appeal 
Committee (under the Disciplinary Rules) or a Judicial Committee, Appeal 
Committee or CAS (under the Anti-Doping Rules) for incidents taking place in the 
Pool Stage; and 

(iv) if still unresolved, by drawing lots. 

2.4 The Pool Stage (EPCR Challenge Cup) 

2.4.1 For the Pool Stage of the EPCR Challenge Cup, EPCR will have three pools, each containing 
5 Clubs, ordinarily chosen by way of a tier process to be determined from time to time by the 
EPCR Board.  Subject to clause 5.1, below, each Club shall play all four of the other Clubs in 
the pool on a home-or-away basis (at EPCR’s discretion).   Ordinarily, as a result of the tier 
system, a Club will not have a fixture scheduled against a Club that plays in its same domestic 
league or other competitions (for example, two Clubs that play in the United Rugby 
Championship competition will not ordinarily be scheduled to play against one another) and 
a Club will not ordinarily have a fixture scheduled against a Club that has been categorised 
or ranked in its same tier (the tiers are based on a Club’s qualifying position in its respective 
league tables or other competition), but on occasion it may not be possible to prevent such 
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a situation arising.   

2.4.2 The Clubs (i) finishing in the first three places of each pool in the Pool Stage (i.e.  the three 
Clubs with the highest number of Match Points in each pool of the EPCR Challenge Cup); (ii) 
ranked highest from among those finishing fourth in their pool (i.e.  the Club in fourth place 
in its pool with the greatest number of points); and (iii) that finish in the ninth to eleventh 
places in each pool of the Heineken Champions Cup Pool Stage (i.e.  the six Clubs that finish 
with a number of Match Points that place them in the ninth, tenth and eleventh position in 
each pool) will qualify for the Knock-Out Stage of the EPCR Challenge Cup.  If any of the 
Clubs finishing in fourth position of their respective pools (the finishing places of the Clubs 
from the Heineken Champions Cup Pool Stage will already have been determined in 
accordance with clause 2.3.2, above) have equal Match Points then the rankings/qualification 
will be based on: 

(i) the best aggregate points difference (points scored for, less points scored against, on 
the field of play) of the respective Clubs from the Pool Stage; 

(ii) if aggregate points difference is equal, the number of tries scored by the respective 
Clubs in the Pool Stage (i.e. the Club deemed to have finished or ranked higher will 
be the Club that has scored the most tries in the Pool Stage); 

(iii) if aggregate points difference and number of tries scored are equal, the Club with the 
fewest number of Players suspended by a Disciplinary Committee or Appeal 
Committee (under the Disciplinary Rules) or a Judicial Committee, Appeal 
Committee or CAS (under the Anti-Doping Rules) for incidents taking place in the 
Pool Stage; and 

(iv) if still unresolved, by drawing lots.   

2.5 The Knock-Out Stage: 

Heineken Champions Cup 

2.5.1 The Knock-Out Stage of the Heineken Champions Cup shall be divided into eight Round-of-
16 matches, four quarter-finals, two semi-final Matches and a Final Match. 

2.5.2 The eight Round-of-16 matches will be played over sixteen total Matches, with each Club 
playing their respective Round-of-16 opponent once at home and once away (each of these 
respective Matches will be referred to as ‘a leg’).   Subject strictly to clause 5, below, the Clubs 
ranked 1, 2, 3 and 4 from each pool of the Pool Stage will have home advantage on the second 
leg of their respective Round-of-16 Matches.   It is possible (further to clause 5, below) that a 
Round-of-16 Match might be played at a venue designated by EPCR or at an alternative 
venue designated by the home Club.  The Round-of-16 matches will be played as follows: 

 
Club ranked 1 in Pool A v Club ranked 8 in Pool B (R16M1) 
Club ranked 2 in Pool A v Club ranked 7 in Pool B (R16M2) 
Club ranked 3 in Pool A v Club ranked 6 in Pool B (R16M3) 
Club ranked 4 in Pool A v Club ranked 5 in Pool B (R16M4) 
 
Club ranked 4 in Pool B v Club ranked 5 in Pool A (R16M5) 
Club ranked 3 in Pool B v Club ranked 6 in Pool A (R16M6) 
Club ranked 2 in Pool B v Club ranked 7 in Pool A (R16M7) 
Club ranked 1 in Pool B v Club ranked 8 in Pool A (R16M8) 

 
2.5.3 The winner of a Round-of-16 match will be the Club with the highest aggregate of points 

scored on the field of play from the two legs at the end of normal time of the second leg.  In 
the event that Round-of-16 opponents have scored an equal number of points on aggregate 
after both legs of the respective Round-of-16 matches: 

(i) at the end of the second leg of a Round-of-16 match, extra time will be played in 
accordance with Appendix Two to these Tournament Rules and the Club that scores 
the most points in such extra time shall be deemed the winner of the Round-of-16 
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match:   

(ii) if the two Clubs score the same number of points in extra time, the Club that has 
scored the greater number of tries in both legs of the respective Round-of-16 match 
(including extra time) will be deemed the winner of the Round-of-16 match; or 

 
(iii) if the two Clubs score the same number of points in extra time and the Clubs have 

scored the same number of tries in both legs of the respective Round-of-16 match 
(including extra time), then the winner of the Round-of-16 match will be determined 
by a place-kick competition conducted in accordance with Appendix Three to these 
Tournament Rules. 

 
2.5.4 The four quarter-finals will be knock-out, each played over one Match.   Subject strictly to 

clause 5, below, the highest-ranked club from the pool stage will have home venue 
advantage as follows: 

 
QF1: Winner R16M1 v Winner R16M5 

QF2: Winner R16M7 v Winner R16M3 

QF3: Winner R16M2 v Winner R16M6 

QF4: Winner R16M8 v Winner R16M4. 

It is possible (further to clause 5, below) that a quarter-final Match might be played at a venue 
designated by EPCR or at an alternative venue designated by the home Club.  The quarter-
final Matches will be played as follows: 

2.5.5 The winner of a quarter-final will be the Club who scores the most points on the field of play 
by the end of normal time.   In the event that quarter-final opponents have scored an equal 
number of points at the end of the Match: 

(i) extra time will be played in accordance with Appendix Two to these Tournament 
Rules and the Club that scores the most points in such extra time shall be deemed 
the winner of the quarter-final:   

(ii) if the two Clubs score the same number of points in extra time, the Club that has 
scored the greater number of tries in the respective quarter-final (including extra 
time) will be deemed the winner of the quarter-final; or 

(iii) if the two Clubs score the same number of points in extra time and the Clubs have 
scored the same number of tries in the respective quarter-final (including extra time), 
then the winner of the quarter-final will be determined by a place-kick competition 
conducted in accordance with Appendix Three to these Tournament Rules. 

EPCR Challenge Cup 

2.5.6 The Knock-Out Stage of the EPCR Challenge Cup will be divided into eight Matches for the 
16 Clubs that progress from the Pool Stage of the EPCR Challenge Cup and the Pool Stage 
of the Heineken Champions Cup (Round-of-16), four quarter-final Matches, two semi-final 
Matches and a Final Match. 

2.5.7 The Round-of-16 Matches will be knock-out, each played over one Match.  Subject strictly to 
clause 5, the Clubs ranked 1 to 10 in the Pool Stage of the EPCR Challenge Cup and the Clubs 
ranked 9 to 11 in their respective pools in the (Heineken Champions Cup) Pool Stage will play 
their respective Round-of-16 Matches either at home or (further to clause 5, below) at a venue 
designated by EPCR.  The ranking of the clubs which qualify for the Round-of-16 will be as 
follows: 
 

(i) the EPCR Challenge Cup pool winners will be ranked 1st to 3rd, in descending order 
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based on their total number of Match points at the conclusion of the Pool Stage; 
 

(ii) the EPCR Challenge Cup pool runners-up will be ranked 4th to 6th, in descending 
order based on their total number of Match points at the conclusion of the Pool Stage; 

 
(iii) the three EPCR Challenge Cup third-placed clubs will be ranked 7th, 8th and 9th in 

descending order based on their total number of Match points at the conclusion of 
the Pool Stage; 

 
(iv) the leading fourth-placed EPCR Challenge Cup club will be ranked 10th; and 
 
(v) the six Heineken Champions Cup qualifiers will be ranked 11th to 16th. 

 
The Round-of-16 matches, in which EPCR Challenge Cup qualifiers have home advantage, 
will be as follows: 
 

CC ranked 1 v CC ranked 10 (R16M1) 
CC ranked 2 v CC ranked 9 (R16M2) 
CC ranked 3 v CC ranked 16 (R16M3) 
CC ranked 4 v CC ranked 15 (R16M4) 
CC ranked 8 v CC ranked 11 (R16M5) 
CC ranked 7 v CC ranked 12 (R16M6) 
CC ranked 6 v CC ranked 13 (R16M7) 
CC ranked 5 v CC ranked 14 (R16M8) 

 
2.5.8 The quarter-final Matches will be knock-out, each played over one Match.  Subject strictly to 

clause 5, the Clubs with the highest ranking pursuant to Rule 2.5.7 will either play at home 
or (further to clause 5, below) at a venue designated by EPCR, as follows: 

 
QF1: Winner of R16M1 v winner of R16M8 
QF2: Winner of R16M3 v winner of R16M6  
 
QF3: Winner of R16M2 v winner of R16M7 
QF4: Winner of R16M4 v winner of R16M5 

  
Both Tournaments 

2.5.9 The winners of the four quarter-final Matches (in each Tournament) will proceed to the semi-
final stage.  The semi-final Matches will be knock-out, each played over one Match.  The 
winner of QF1 will play the winner of QF2 in one semi-final Match (SF1); and the winner of 
QF3 will play the winner of QF4 in the other semi-final Match (SF2).   The venue for the semi-
final Matches will be designated by EPCR (for the Heineken Champions Cup) or, ordinarily, 
the home Club (for the EPCR Challenge Cup).   For the Heineken Champions Cup, ordinarily 
the Clubs with the highest ranking from the Pool Stages will enjoy 'home nation advantage' 
in their respective semi-final Matches.  However, EPCR may determine (at its discretion) to 
organise the match at a pre-determined venue (which may be contrary to the ‘home nation 
advantage’ principle).   The home Club for the EPCR Challenge Cup semi-final Matches will 
be the Clubs with the highest ranking pursuant to Rule 2.5.7.   

 

2.5.10 The winners of the two semi-final Matches will proceed to the Final Match.  The Final Match 
will be knock-out, played over one Match, at a venue designated by EPCR. 

2.5.11 Unless stated otherwise, in the event of a tie at full-time of a Knock-Out Match, the winner 
of that Match shall be determined by reference to the following rules:   

(a) Extra time will be played in accordance with the protocol set out at Appendix Two to 
these Tournament Rules and the Club that scores the most points in such extra time 
shall be deemed the winner of that Match.    

(b) If the scores are tied after extra time, then the Club that has scored the most tries in 
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that Match (including extra time) shall be deemed the winner of that Match.   

(c) If the scores are tied after extra time and the Clubs have scored the same number of 
tries in that Match (including extra time), then the winner of the Match will be 
determined by a place-kick competition conducted in accordance with Appendix 
Three to these Tournament Rules. 

3. Scheduling 

3.1 Subject to clauses 3.3 and 3.8, below, Matches will be played on the Friday, Saturday or Sunday of 
the respective weekends designated in Appendix Four to these Tournament Rules.    

3.2 Subject to clause 3.3, below, for each Match in the Tournaments EPCR shall select the specific date 
and kick-off time (having first consulted with the relevant Clubs and sought their respective 
preferences). 

3.3 Notwithstanding clause 3.2 or any other provisions of these Tournament Rules, and while EPCR will 
take into account Clubs’ reasonable requests (where it is reasonably practicable to do so), EPCR has 
the absolute right to select or alter the proposed kick-off time, date and venue of any Match at any 
time (including after the Match has begun and has been abandoned).  Each Club will ensure that 
at each Match its participating Players have taken to the Playing Enclosure and are ready to start 
the Match by no later than scheduled kick-off time (any delay will entitle the Director-General to 
impose a fixed fine penalty on the Club pursuant to clause 6 of the Disciplinary Rules and Appendix 
Four thereto). 

3.4 Each Match must be played on the date and at the time and venue selected in accordance with 
these Tournament Rules, unless: 

3.4.1 it is agreed by EPCR in writing to change the Match to another date and/or kick-off time 
and/or venue; or  

3.4.2 the Match is postponed pursuant to clause 3.5, below, in which case EPCR shall select a 
rearranged date and kick-off time (and, where necessary or appropriate, an alternative 
venue) for the postponed Match to be played.  The Clubs involved shall comply with the 
directions of EPCR as to the arrangements for playing the rearranged Match, including 
staying in the locality if requested to do so by EPCR in order to facilitate the playing of the 
rearranged Match; or  

3.4.3 the Match is begun but then abandoned pursuant to clause 3.6, below, in which case the 
procedure set out in that clause will apply; or  

3.4.4 EPCR exercises its power pursuant to clause 3.3, above, or clause 3.8, below, to alter the venue 
of the Match as a result of adverse venue or weather conditions at the original venue or any 
other reason.  The Clubs involved shall comply with the directions of EPCR as to the 
arrangements for playing the rearranged Match, including staying in the locality if requested 
to do so by EPCR in order to facilitate the playing of the rearranged Match. 

3.5 Subject to EPCR’s absolute rights under clause 3.3, above, and clause 3.8, below, and to any local law 
that confers responsibility for the matter on a third party, it will be for the Match referee to decide 
whether or not to postpone a Match because of adverse venue (including but not limited to 
floodlights and/or electricity failure) or weather conditions.  If the Match referee is for any reason 
unavailable when the time comes to make such a decision, it will be for a referee of the Union in 
whose territory the Match is to be played (with such referee to be nominated by that Union) to 
decide whether or not to postpone the Match.  However, before making a decision as to whether a 
Match is to be postponed because of adverse venue or weather conditions, the Match referee (or, if 
appropriate, pursuant to this clause, a nominated referee of the host Union) must consult with one 
or more representatives of each competing Club and EPCR.   

3.6 Subject to EPCR’s absolute rights under clause 3.3, above, and to any local law that confers 
responsibility for the matter on a third party, it will be for the Match referee to decide whether or 
not to abandon a Match (once it has begun) including because of adverse venue (including but not 
limited to floodlights and/or electricity failure) or weather conditions.   However, before making a 
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decision as to whether or not to abandon a Match, the Match referee will, where it is reasonably 
practicable to do so, consult with one or more representatives of each competing Club (which may 
be a Player). 

3.6.1 In the event that a Match has begun but is then abandoned after 60 minutes or more have 
been played (i.e.  at least 20 minutes into the second half): 

(a) the Match will be deemed to have been completed, and the result at the time of the 
abandonment will stand as the Match result; and  

(b) the procedure regarding any Cautions, other Temporary Suspensions and sendings 
off during the Match and/or any incidents in the Match that are the subject of citing 
or Misconduct complaints will be the same as if the Match had been completed. 

3.6.2 In the event that a Match has begun but is then abandoned after fewer than 60 minutes 
have been played (i.e.  fewer than 20 minutes into the second half):  

(a) if both the participating Clubs and the EPCR Board agree, the Match will be deemed 
to have been completed and clause 3.6.1, above, will be deemed to apply; 
 

(b) if there is no such agreement: 

(i) the abandoned Match will be replayed in full from the start; 

(ii) EPCR shall select a date and kick-off time for the replayed Match (having 
taken into account the relevant Clubs’ reasonable requests, where it is 
reasonably practicable to do so), which will be (unless both the participating 
Clubs and EPCR agree otherwise) no earlier than 48 hours after the kick-off of 
the abandoned Match; 

(iii) unless EPCR selects another venue, the replayed Match will take place at the 
same venue as the abandoned Match;  

(iv) the procedure regarding any red cards shown during the abandoned Match 
and/or incidents in the abandoned Match that are the subject of citing or 
Misconduct complaints will be the same as if the abandoned Match had been 
completed (for the avoidance of doubt, therefore, the procedure where a red 
card is shown as a result of two yellow cards will be the same as it is for any 
other red card: the Player will be required to attend a hearing before a 
Disciplinary Committee, the Player will not be permitted to play pending 
resolution of the case, and further sanctions may be imposed pursuant to the 
Disciplinary Rules);  

(v) the procedure regarding any Cautions (i.e.  a Temporary Suspension for an 
infringement of Laws 9.11 to 9.28 inclusive or a Citing Commissioner Warning) 
received in, or in respect of, the abandoned Match will be the same as it is for 
Cautions received in any other Match; 

(vi) subject to the application of clauses 3.6.2(b)(iv) and (v), above, any other yellow 
cards shown in the abandoned Match will be disregarded; and  

(vii) for the avoidance of doubt, a Club participating in a replayed Match may select 
a different team and/or squad from the team/squad it originally selected for 
the abandoned Match.   

3.6.3 The Match referee will determine whether or not 60 minutes or more of a Match have been 
played at the time of abandonment, having consulted with the Official Timekeeper where 
he deems it necessary to do so.   

3.7 Each Club shall use its best endeavours to procure that each Match for which it is the away Club 
does not have to have its kick-off time, date or venue altered by EPCR pursuant to clause 3.3, above, 
or clause 3.8, below.  This shall include (without limitation) taking all appropriate steps to ensure 
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that its Players, staff and equipment arrive at the venue in adequate time for the scheduled kick-off 
and acting on all instructions/protocols given by EPCR at any time.  In addition, each Club shall use 
its best endeavours to procure that each Match for which it is the home Club does not, for example 
due to adverse weather or venue conditions, (a) have to be postponed pursuant to clause 3.5, above, 
(b) have to be abandoned pursuant to clause 3.6, above, or (c) have to have its kick-off time, date or 
venue altered by EPCR pursuant to clause 3.3, above, or 3.8, below.  This shall include (without 
limitation) EITHER taking all appropriate steps to prepare and protect the playing surface at its 
designated venue (e.g., use of covers and heaters) to a standard determined by EPCR and 
communicated to the Club in advance; OR having an alternative venue in reserve where the Match 
may be played if the playing surface at the original venue is unplayable; AND acting on all 
instructions/protocols given by EPCR at any time.  Any alleged failure and/or refusal to satisfy this 
best endeavours obligation shall be referred to the Disciplinary Officer for investigation, enquiry 
and/or the bringing of Misconduct complaint(s) in accordance with the Disciplinary Rules.  If 
Misconduct complaint(s) are brought against a home Club under this clause 3.7, and it is found by 
the appointed Disciplinary Committee (or, where appropriate, Appeal Committee) that the Club 
failed and/or refused to satisfy its best endeavours obligation then, unless the Club establishes that 
there were exceptional circumstances, the sanction will be (in addition to any other sanction or 
sanctions the Disciplinary Committee or Appeal Committee considers appropriate pursuant to 
clauses 7.8.29 and 8.4.19 of the Disciplinary Rules) a fine of not less than €30,000 and an order to 
pay the away Club all reasonable costs incurred as a result of the refusal/failure.  In no circumstances 
will the rescheduling of any Match be delayed to await the outcome of any disciplinary proceedings.   

3.8 Without prejudice to the best endeavours obligation imposed on Clubs pursuant to clause 3.7, 
above, a Club must advise the Events and Operations Director without delay of any difficulties as 
regards (for the away Club) its Players, staff and equipment arriving at the venue in adequate time 
for the scheduled kick-off or (for the home Club) adverse weather or venue conditions that may 
threaten the ability to stage a Match.  In any event, and while EPCR will take into account Clubs’ 
reasonable requests (where it is reasonably practicable to do so), EPCR may decide in its absolute 
discretion, at any time in the week leading up to a Match (including on the day of the Match), to 
alter the date and/or kick-off time and/or venue of the Match from the originally-designated 
arrangements, if EPCR considers that actual or anticipated adverse venue or weather conditions at 
the originally-designated venue (or other reasons, like the arrival of the away Club’s Players, staff or 
equipment) pose an unacceptable risk of postponement or abandonment of the Match or the 
Match not being played at the scheduled kick-off. 

3.9 In the event that a Club considers a Match in which it is due to participate should be postponed as 
a result of the Club being materially adversely affected by COVID-19 (for example, because a number 
of its Players have contracted COVID-19 and are self-isolating or similar), the chief medical officer of 
the Club must without delay inform EPCR of the full details of the relevant circumstances.  If EPCR 
considers that the Club has been materially adversely affected by COVID-19 and that the Match 
should be postponed, EPCR may in its absolute discretion decide to postpone the Match to an 
alternative date.  If, after a Club’s best efforts have been made to ensure that the Match can be 
played, EPCR determines in its absolute discretion that the Match cannot be played then the result 
of that Match will be determined in accordance with Appendix Eleven to these Tournament Rules 
(see also Appendix Five to the COVID-19 Response Document).  If a situation arises where it is not 
clear pursuant to Appendix Eleven to these Tournament Rules what a Match result will be then the 
matter will be referred by the EPCR executive staff to a panel made up of the Chairman of the 
Disciplinary Panel (or his designee), a legally qualified member of the Disciplinary Panel (other than 
the chairman) and one member of the EPCR Board (who will be considered neutral in the relevant 
circumstances).  The only determination to be made by this Match Result Resolution Panel will be 
the relevant Match result and it will not make decisions as to any potential breaches of the 
Disciplinary Rules that may also arise.  If appropriate, EPCR may pursue a Misconduct or other 
charge against a Club, Person or Player.  The Match Result Resolution Panel will determine all 
relevant procedures.  Decisions made by the Match Result Resolution Panel will not be subject to 
appeal. 

3.10 Subject to clause 3.6 and 3.9, above, all Matches must be played.  If a Club refuses and/or fails to fulfil 
a Match (including a Match that has been postponed or abandoned and then rescheduled pursuant 
to these Tournament Rules, or a Match that has had its kick-off time, date and/or venue altered by 
EPCR pursuant to these Tournament Rules), which can include demonstrating that it does not 
intend to fulfil the Match (for example, by its Players, staff or equipment leaving the scheduled 
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venue for the Match without EPCR's consent):   

(a) the result of the Match will be deemed to be a 28-0 (four-try) loss by that Club; 

(b) that Club will be awarded no Match Points for the Match and the opposing Club will be 
awarded five Match Points; and  

(c) the Disciplinary Officer may investigate, hold an enquiry and/or bring Misconduct 
complaint(s) against that Club and/or others.   

If, when hearing a Misconduct complaint under this clause 3.10, it is found by the appointed 
Disciplinary Committee (or, where appropriate, Appeal Committee) that the Club refused and/or 
failed to fulfil a Match, and that the Club’s refusal and/or failure to fulfil the Match was wilful, then, 
unless the Club establishes that there were exceptional circumstances, the sanction will be (in 
addition to any other sanction or sanctions the Disciplinary Committee or Appeal Committee 
considers appropriate pursuant to clauses 7.8.29 and 8.4.19 of the Disciplinary Rules, including a ban 
from future competitions organised by EPCR) expulsion from the relevant Tournament.    

4. The Matches, Match officials and other officials 

4.1 Each Match shall be played in accordance with the Laws of the Game, as varied or supplemented 
by EPCR as set out in the Participation Agreement. 

4.2 The roles of the different Match officials and other officials: 

4.2.1 The roles of the referee and assistant referees as well as any other Match officials 
appropriately authorised by EPCR, including the number 4 and 5 Match officials, shall be to 
enforce the Laws of the Game (as varied or supplemented by EPCR as set out in the 
Participation Agreement).  For the avoidance of doubt, and in addition to the referee’s tasks 
as set out in clauses 3.5 and 3.6, above, and otherwise, the referee shall have the ability, either 
on his own initiative or upon reference by another Match official, to take appropriate action 
in relation to incidents that take place on or near the touch-line or elsewhere in the Playing 
Enclosure (for example, breaches of the technical zone protocol set out at Appendix Nine to 
these Tournament Rules).   

4.2.2 A television match official may be appointed by EPCR for any Matches in the Tournaments.  
The role of the television match official shall be as set out in the Laws of the Game and the 
relevant World Rugby protocol relating to television match officials (as varied or 
supplemented by EPCR at its discretion pursuant to written notice from EPCR to the Clubs).    

4.2.3 Subject to clause 4.2.4, below, an Official Data Provider may be appointed by EPCR for any 
Matches in the Tournaments.  Where appointed, the duties of the Official Data Provider shall 
be: 

(a) to receive, no later than one hour prior to kick-off of the Match, completed Match 
Squad Sheets (see clause 6.15.2, below) and to receive after the Match the 
replacement forms and replacement cards used during the Match by the Clubs and 
Match officials pursuant to Appendix Five to these Tournament Rules; 

(b) to record the results of any place-kick competition held pursuant to Appendix Three 
to these Tournament Rules;  

(c) to notify the result of the Match to EPCR or its designee, and to provide to EPCR or its 
designee an official statistical record of the Match (as directed by EPCR), including 
confirmation of the Clubs’ Match squads (as listed on the Match Squad Sheets), 
details of any replacements used during the Match and copies of all replacement 
forms and cards, and, where appropriate, the record of the place-kick competition 
results; and  

(d) to report to EPCR on other issues as requested by EPCR from time to time. 
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4.2.4 EPCR reserves the right to determine that no Official Data Providers be appointed (for 
individual Matches or for any of the Tournaments generally).  Where EPCR so determines, it 
will also determine (and inform the Clubs) who is to fulfil the duties of the Official Data 
Provider as set out in clause 4.2.3, above (and in those circumstances, the duties set out in 
clause 4.2.3(b), above, will be fulfilled by the Match referee).    

4.2.5 In accordance with the Laws of the Game, the Match referee is responsible for keeping time 
at a Match.  However, unless EPCR indicates otherwise, the Match referee will delegate the 
task of keeping time at a Match to the Official Time-Keeper.  At all Matches (unless EPCR 
indicates otherwise), the Match time will be kept on an 'elapsed time' basis, so that when 
time is lost (due to, for example, injuries and/or replacements) the stadium clock and (where 
the Match is being televised) the television screen clock will be stopped (and then 
subsequently re-started).  When the Match time is kept on an 'elapsed time' basis, the 
stadium clock and (where the Match is being televised) the television screen clock will 
indicate how many of the 40 minutes have elapsed in each half, and the Official Time-Keeper 
(where appointed) will liaise with the Match referee during the Match (via the referee 
communications system) in order to communicate when the clocks have stopped/re-started 
and when the last-play of each half is taking place.  Each Match will have a 15-minute half-
time interval.    

4.2.6 EPCR may, at its discretion, require Match officials to agree to be bound by, and comply with, 
a code of conduct or similar.    

4.3 At each venue at which a Match is played: 

4.3.1 two technical zones will be provided (Appendix Nine to these Tournament Rules is a 
technical zone protocol, which sets out the features of the technical zones and the 
obligations of the participating Clubs with respect to their activities in and around the 
technical zones, including which personnel are permitted in the technical zones, what 
activities each Club's medical staff and water carriers may carry out (and where), and where 
each Club's replacements and coaching/management staff may be located); and 

4.3.2 two 'sin bin' areas shall be designated by EPCR, not in the technical zones, but with a clear 
view of the Playing Area, where Players who have been Temporarily Suspended should stay, 
subject to instructions of the Match officials, during the period of their Temporary 
Suspension.    

4.4 During a Match, only the following persons may enter the Playing Area: the Match officials, the 15 
Players from each Club participating in the Match (along with any replacement Players joining the 
Match in accordance with Appendix Five to these Tournament Rules or warming up in accordance 
with Appendix Nine to these Tournament Rules), medical staff (in accordance with the Laws of the 
Game and Appendix Nine to these Tournament Rules), water carriers (in accordance with the Laws 
of the Game and Appendix Nine to these Tournament Rules) and coaching staff (during the half-
time interval in accordance with the Laws of the Game and Appendix Nine to these Tournament 
Rules). 

4.5 Each Club must, in advance of each Match, appoint a Technical Zone Manager for that Match and 
notify the EPCR Representative (if appointed), the Match referee and the number 4 and 5 Match 
officials of the identity of the Technical Zone Manager.  The Technical Zone Manager will be 
responsible for, among other things, all his/her Club's replacements in the Match, which must in 
any event take place in accordance with the protocol set out in Appendix Five to these Tournament 
Rules. 

4.6 Before, during and after a Match, all Persons must comply with the instructions given by 
representatives of EPCR and the Match referee (including, but not limited to, instructions relating 
to the team captains’ attendance at the coin toss, the teams’ departure from the changing rooms, 
and the Clubs’ representatives’ attendance at media interviews).   

4.7 Save for communications between a Club's Technical Zone Manager and the number 4 and 5 Match 
officials that take place pursuant to (and in accordance with) Appendix Five to these Tournament 
Rules, no Club Medic, Club Manager or Club Coach may communicate (or attempt to communicate) 
with any of the Match officials (including the television match official) at any point during the Match 
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(unless invited to do so by the relevant Match official), which will include stoppages in play and the 
half-time interval.   And no Player or other Person may enter, or attempt to enter, the Match officials’ 
changing room(s) at any relevant time before, during or after a Match (including at any time when 
one or more of the Match officials are in the Match officials’ changing room(s)). 

5. Match organisation 

A. Designation of Match venues 

5.1 Notwithstanding any other provisions of these Tournament Rules, EPCR shall have the right to 
decide in its absolute discretion that any Match at any stage in the Tournaments shall be played at 
a venue designated by EPCR. 

The Heineken Champions Cup 

5.2 In the Heineken Champions Cup: 

5.2.1 All Pool Matches shall ordinarily be played at a venue designated by the home Club.  Each 
Club must notify EPCR in writing within 10 working days of the Pool Draw of the venue at 
which it has designated each of its home Pool Matches is to be played. 

5.2.2 Save as otherwise provided in these Tournament Rules, each leg of the respective quarter-
final shall ordinarily be played at the home Club's Normal Home Venue.   Subject to clause 
5.2.3, below, the venue for each quarter-final must have a Capacity available on the Match 
day of not less than 15,000.  Each Club whose Normal Home Venue does not meet that 
Capacity criterion must secure an alternative ‘home’ venue that does meet that Capacity 
criterion and must notify EPCR in writing by no later than 10 working days after the 
completion of the fourth round of Matches of the identity of the secured venue and confirm 
to EPCR by that same date (a) that the venue meets the Capacity criterion, (b) that the venue 
has been secured by the Club for a quarter-final should it prove necessary, and (c) that the 
Club will not breach any of its obligations under the Participation Agreement by holding the 
Match at the venue.  Should such a Club not so notify (and provide such confirmations to) 
EPCR by that date, EPCR will designate an alternative venue for the Match. 

5.2.3 Where a Club’s Normal Home Venue does not meet the Capacity criterion set out in clause 
5.2.2, above, notwithstanding the Club’s obligation to provide the notification and 
confirmations set out in that clause (which must be complied with in any event), the Club 
may request in writing, by no later than 10 working days after the completion of the fourth 
round of Matches, special dispensation from the EPCR Board to hold the Match at its Normal 
Home Venue in any event, which dispensation will only be granted in exceptional 
circumstances.  Decisions taken by the EPCR Board pursuant to this clause shall be final and 
binding. 

5.2.4 Irrespective of its Normal Home Venue Capacity, the home Club for each leg of a quarter-
final may propose a venue other than its Normal Home Venue for the quarter-final in writing 
to EPCR by no later than 10 working days following the last Match in the final round of the 
Pool Stage, and must give EPCR written confirmation that the new proposed venue is 
available for the Match in question and that the home Club will not breach any of its 
obligations under the Participation Agreement by holding the Match at the new proposed 
venue.  EPCR will not ordinarily refuse the home Club’s proposal under this clause and 
designate another venue for a quarter-final unless, in EPCR’s view, the venue proposed by 
the home Club does not comply in all respects with the requirements of the Participation 
Agreement (see further clause 10.1 of the Commercial Rules) or the Capacity criteria set out 
in clause 5.2.2, above. 

5.2.5 The semi-final Matches and the Final Match shall be played at a venue designated by EPCR.  
For the avoidance of doubt, EPCR may designate a venue that is located in the same national 
territory as one or both of the Clubs playing in the Match in question, or at a pre-determined 
venue (which may be contrary to the ‘home nation advantage’ principle. 

The EPCR Challenge Cup 
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5.3 In the EPCR Challenge Cup: 

5.3.1 All Matches prior to the Final Match shall ordinarily be played at a venue designated by the 
home Club.  Each Club must notify EPCR in writing within 10 working days of the Pool Draw 
of the venue at which it has designated each of its home Pool Matches is to be played. 

5.3.2 Save as otherwise provided in these Tournament Rules, each Round-of-16 Match and 
quarter-final Match shall ordinarily be played at the home Club's Normal Home Venue.   The 
home Club for each Round-of-16 Match or quarter-final Match may propose a venue other 
than its Normal Home Venue for the Round-of-16 Match or quarter-final Match in writing to 
EPCR by no later than 10 working days following their Round 4 pool Match, provided that it 
complies with all relevant obligations under the Participation Agreement (failing which it 
shall be deemed to have proposed to play the Match at its Normal Home Venue). 

5.3.3 Save as otherwise provided in these Tournament Rules, each semi-final Match shall 
ordinarily be played at the home Club's Normal Home Venue.   The home Club for each semi-
final Match may propose a venue other than its Normal Home Venue for the semi-final 
Match in writing to EPCR by no later than two weeks following the last Match in the final 
round of the Pool Stage, provided that it complies with all relevant obligations under the 
Participation Agreement (failing which it shall be deemed to have proposed to play the 
Match at its Normal Home Venue). 

5.3.4 EPCR shall not designate a venue for a Round-of-16 Match, quarter-final Match or a semi-
final Match unless:  

(a) in EPCR’s view, the venue proposed by the Club that would otherwise be the home 
Club for the Match does not comply in all respects with the requirements of the 
Participation Agreement (see further clause 10.1 of the Commercial Rules); or  

(b) the Club that would otherwise be the home Club for the Match agrees. 

5.3.5 The Final Match shall be played at a venue designated by EPCR.  In addition, pursuant to 
clause 5.1, above, EPCR may designate additional Matches to be played at a venue 
designated by EPCR.  For the avoidance of doubt, EPCR may designate a venue that is 
located in the same national territory as one or both of the Clubs playing in the Match in 
question. 

Changing Match venues 

5.4 If in any Tournament the home Club wishes to change the venue for the Match from the venue that 
it designated pursuant to clauses 5.2.1 or 5.3.1, above, it must notify EPCR in writing of that wish, and 
must give EPCR written confirmation that the new proposed venue is available for the Match in 
question and that the home Club will not breach any of its obligations under the Participation 
Agreement by holding the Match at the new proposed venue.  That notification and confirmation 
must be provided to EPCR within 10 working days of being notified by EPCR of the date and kick-
off time for the Match.  On receipt of such a request from a Club, while EPCR will take into account 
the Club’s reasonable requests (where it is reasonably practicable to do so), it will be at EPCR’s 
absolute discretion whether or not to agree to a change in the venue.  If EPCR does agree to a 
change in the venue, any costs incurred (by EPCR, the away Club, or otherwise) as a result of the 
change will be met by the home Club.  If EPCR does not agree to a change, the Match will be played 
at the venue originally designated by the home Club pursuant to clauses 5.2.1 or 5.3.1, above. 

B. Logistical responsibilities 

5.5 In respect of each Match played at a venue designated by the home Club:   

5.5.1 the home Club is responsible for organising the logistics involved in the staging of the Match, 
subject to the directions of EPCR with respect thereto; 

5.5.2 the home Club shall ensure that the designated venue is fit for the purpose of staging the 
Match, including (without limitation) having floodlights giving an average lux value sufficient 
for broadcasting and other purposes (and cooperating with all relevant Broadcast Partners 
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regarding the use of the floodlights, including complying with the reasonable directions of 
such Broadcast Partners in advance of the relevant Match).   In respect of the average lux 
value, if requested by EPCR, the Club shall supply a report signed by a chartered electrical 
engineer, certifying compliance with this requirement; 

5.5.3 the home Club shall ensure that the designated venue complies with all applicable health 
and safety laws and regulations (including, without prejudice to clause 9.1, below, all 
government guidelines and instructions in respect of COVID-19 in the country in which the 
home Club’s designated venue is located) and is safe for the purpose of admitting persons 
to the venue to assist in the organisation of, to play in and/or to attend at the Match.  Further, 
the home Club shall take all necessary steps, including implementing appropriate 
operational policies and procedures (including appropriate safety measures and risk 
management policies), in relation to the staging of the Match at the designated venue to 
ensure that persons admitted to the venue for purposes relating to the Match (whether as 
players, spectators or for any other purpose), as well as persons adjacent to the venue, are 
safe and do not suffer injuries or losses as a result of the staging of the Match at the venue.  
The home Club shall indemnify EPCR, its directors, officers, shareholders and employees 
against any and all liabilities, costs and expenses in respect of claims (including but not 
limited to claims in negligence or nuisance or claims arising under the UK’s Occupiers’ 
Liability Act 1957 and/or successor legislation and/or equivalent legislation in other 
jurisdictions) arising out of injuries or losses suffered by persons admitted to the venue for 
purposes relating to the Match, by persons adjacent to the venue, and/or by persons involved 
in any way in the organisation and staging of the Match, as a result of the home Club’s failure 
to perform the obligations set out in this clause; 

5.5.4 the home Club shall obtain and maintain in force at its expense at all relevant times 
appropriate insurance with a reputable insurer to cover its liabilities under clause 5.5.3, above.  
Upon request, each Club shall provide to EPCR full written details of all policies taken out for 
this purpose.  EPCR may at any point require a Club to increase the value and/or extend the 
scope of such cover as a condition of continued participation in the Tournaments; 

5.5.5 the home Club is responsible for making contact with the visiting Club and advising it of the 
names of those individuals it has appointed as media liaison officer, referee liaison officer, 
immediate care doctor (who will be responsible for, among other things, directing the 
visiting Club to the medical room and other medical facilities) and (following the 
appointment by EPCR) the name of the Match Day Doctor for the Match;  

5.5.6 notwithstanding the specific obligations in clause 3.8, above, the visiting Club shall, as soon 
as possible and in any event by no later than four days prior to the day of the Match, send to 
EPCR and the home Club details of its travel, arrival and accommodation plans for that 
Match; 

5.5.7 notwithstanding the need to comply at all relevant times with the specific obligations in 
clauses 3.4, 3.7 and 3.9, above, and clause 5.5.11, below, and save where the Match venue is 
less than three hours travel by land door-to-door from the visiting Club’s home ground, the 
visiting Club shall arrange to travel to the Match so that its Players, staff and equipment 
arrive in the vicinity of the Match venue no later than the day before the Match;  

5.5.8 the home Club shall use its best endeavours to accommodate the reasonable requirements 
of the visiting Club with respect to the use of training facilities and equipment at the 
designated Match venue.  In particular, Players and Staff from the visiting Club shall be given 
an opportunity to visit the venue to inspect facilities, and Players shall have a Captain’s Run 
on the Playing Area, at a time agreed between the two Clubs.  In the event that no 
agreement can be reached on the time for the Captain’s Run, it shall take place the day 
before the Match, during the same time period as the time period in which the Match is to 
be played the following day.  If the Playing Area is made available for the home Club’s Players 
to warm up on in the two hours before the Match begins, it must be made available on the 
same terms to the visiting Club’s Players.  For the avoidance of doubt, and in particular for 
those Matches to be played at a venue that is not owned or operated by the home Club, it is 
anticipated that the reasonable requirements of the home Club with respect to the use of 
training facilities at the designated Match venue will also be accommodated in the same 
way;  
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5.5.9 the home Club shall mark out the technical zones and ‘sin-bin’ areas referred to in clause 4.3, 
above;  

5.5.10 the home Club shall provide accreditation and all reasonable facilities, including an elevated 
seating position with a clear line of sight over the pitch and technical zone areas, with 
suitable internet connectivity, to the Official Data Provider (where appointed) before, during 
and after the Match, to enable him to carry out his responsibilities;  

5.5.11 the home Club and the visiting Club shall each ensure that its entire Match squad (i.e.  those 
19-23 Players who are named on the Match Squad Sheet referred to in clause 6.15.2, below) 
and all its equipment arrives at the Match venue no later than 75 minutes prior to the 
designated kick-off time; and 

5.5.12 the home Club and the visiting Club shall attend pre-Match briefings, as directed by EPCR 
(failure by a Club to ensure the attendance of the relevant people at pre-Match briefings will 
entitle the Director-General to impose a fixed fine penalty on the Club pursuant to clause 6 
of the Disciplinary Rules and Appendix Four thereto). 

5.6 Subject to clause 5.7, below, in respect of each Match played at a venue designated by EPCR 
pursuant to clause 5.1, above, or otherwise (save where EPCR designates a home venue of one of 
the competing Clubs, in which case clause 5.5 shall apply): 

5.6.1 EPCR or its designee shall be responsible for organising the logistics involved in staging the 
Match, including giving Players and Staff from each Club an opportunity to visit the venue 
to inspect facilities, and allowing Players to have a Captain’s Run on the Playing Area, each 
at a time specified by EPCR; and 

5.6.2 each Club participating in the Match shall ensure that its entire Match squad (i.e.  those 19-
23 Players who are named on the Match Squad Sheet referred to in clause 6.15.2, below) and 
its equipment arrives at the Match venue no later than 75 minutes prior to the designated 
kick-off time. 

5.7 If EPCR designates a venue for a Match that is not the home venue of either of the competing Clubs, 
then EPCR may in its absolute discretion (albeit that it will take into account each Club's reasonable 
requests, where it is reasonably practicable to do so) determine the terms upon which the 
designated venue shall be used, including but not limited to (a) what logistical responsibilities for 
the Match (other than those set out in clause 5.6, above), if any, shall be borne by the respective 
competing Clubs, and (b) how the gate and other commercial revenues shall be treated. 

C. Playing Strip 

5.8 Each Club, by no later than eight weeks before the first round of Pool Stage or Pool Stage (as 
applicable) Matches, shall submit for registration by EPCR one Strip (to be identified by the Club as 
its "preferred" Strip) and at least one (although Clubs are strongly encouraged to submit more than 
one) "alternate" Strip (for use by its Players in the Tournaments) by (at the Club's own cost) sending 
by post or courier to EPCR a complete set (i.e.  enough for one person) of each submitted Strip 
(medium or large sized shirt, shorts and socks), and sending by email to EPCR a colour image of 
each submitted Strip (for reproduction in the relevant media guides), each to reach EPCR by that 
deadline.  Without prejudice to EPCR’s rights under clause 5.9, below, a breach of this obligation by 
a Club will entitle EPCR to refuse to register some or all of the Strips that are submitted by the Club 
and will entitle the Director-General to impose a fixed fine penalty on the Club pursuant to clause 6 
of the Disciplinary Rules and Appendix Four thereto.  While EPCR will take into account the Club’s 
reasonable requests (where it is reasonably practicable to do so), it will be in EPCR’s absolute 
discretion whether or not to register any submitted Strip, and EPCR will ordinarily not register 
submitted Strips unless (a) the shirt, shorts and socks of the "preferred" Strip are predominantly one 
colour, and (b) the colours of the shirt, shorts and socks of at least one of the "alternate" Strips are 
completely different from (and in noticeable contrast to) the colours of the shirt, shorts and socks 
of the "preferred" Strip.  In the event that EPCR declines (or has declined) to register one or more 
Strips submitted by a Club, and in particular where this results in the Club having fewer than two 
strips registered by EPCR, EPCR may impose a further deadline on the Club (along with any 
stipulations EPCR has regarding the Strips), and the Club must (at the Club's own cost) submit (or 
have submitted) for registration further Strip(s) that comply with any such stipulations by such 
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deadline.  In addition, each Club, by no later than eight weeks before the first round of Pool Stage 
Matches, shall notify EPCR in writing as to which of the Club’s submitted Strips it wishes to wear for 
Matches in which it is the away Club.  For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this clause 5.8 prevents 
a Club from submitting after the first round of Pool Stage Matches further Strips for registration by 
EPCR as "alternate" Strips and/or requesting that EPCR (at its discretion) register one of the Club’s 
"alternate" Strips as the "preferred" Strip as from a specified date and/or notifying EPCR of any 
changes it wishes to make as to its choice of submitted Strips to be worn for Matches in which it is 
the away Club. 

5.9 In respect of each Pool Stage and Knock-Out Stage Match, the home Club must wear its registered 
"preferred" Strip (it will be deemed to have been designated by EPCR) and EPCR will designate, in 
its discretion, which of the away Club’s registered Strips the away Club must wear, and notify the 
Clubs thereof as soon as reasonably practicable (in respect of each Pool Match, EPCR envisages that 
it will make that designation and notification four weeks in advance of the first round of Matches).  
For the Pool Stage Matches, Round-of-16 and the quarter-finals (for the Heineken Champions Cup) 
and the Pool Stage Matches, Round-of-16 Matches, quarter-finals and semi-final Matches (for the 
EPCR Challenge Cup), if an away Club fails to wear the Strip designated by EPCR for a Match and 
there is a colour clash between the Clubs participating in the Match, the away Club must change 
its Strip.  In respect of each semi-final Match and Final Match, EPCR will designate, in its discretion, 
which of its registered Strips each Club must wear and will notify the Clubs thereof as soon as 
reasonably practicable.  For the semi-final Matches and the Final Match (of the Heineken 
Champions Cup) and the Final Match (of the EPCR Challenge Cup), if a Club fails to wear the EPCR-
designated Strip and there is a colour clash between the Clubs participating the Match, EPCR will, 
at its discretion, decide which Club will change its Strip for the relevant Match.  For the avoidance 
of doubt, in respect of the away Club’s Strip to be worn at a Match, EPCR will not be obliged to 
designate the Strip notified by the Club pursuant to clause 5.8, above.  At each Match, each Club 
must wear the Strip (which Strip must include the correct sleeve patches, as set out in clause 5.11, 
below) designated by EPCR for that Match pursuant to this clause.  In respect of the Heineken 
Champions Cup and the EPCR Challenge Cup, a breach of this clause by a Club will entitle the 
Director-General to impose a fixed fine penalty on the Club pursuant to clause 6 of the Disciplinary 
Rules and Appendix Four thereto.  Without prejudice to other rights and remedies that EPCR might 
have under these Tournament Rules, in the event that a Club has breached its obligations to submit 
and register Strips under clause 5.8, above, and/or (for whatever reason) EPCR has not registered by 
what EPCR considers to be the appropriate time a "preferred" and/or an "alternate" Strip as 
submitted by that Club, EPCR has a wide discretion to direct that the Club’s Players wear any Strip 
that EPCR specifies in any specified Match (which might include a Strip that bears no resemblance 
to that Club’s traditional Strip), which the Club will need to source at its own cost.    

5.10 Notwithstanding clause 5.9, above, if at a Match a Club fails to wear the Strip designated by EPCR 
for that Match and an EPCR representative or (in the absence of any EPCR representative) the 
Match referee determines that there is a colour clash, that Club must change Strip in that Match.   

5.11 Each Club shall procure that each of the shirts worn by the members of its Match squad for each 
Match in which it participates: 

(a) complies with the protocol for numbering of Match squads set out at Appendix Seven to 
these Tournament Rules (and, for the avoidance of doubt, each Club must ensure that the 
numbering on each of the shirts remains in place for the duration of each Match); 

(b) bears on the arm section of the left-hand sleeve (in the UK, Ireland and Italy) and the right-
hand sleeve (in France) below the upper-arm/shoulder seam or equivalent (and in no 
circumstances on the shoulder section itself) the relevant Tournament logo patch supplied 
by EPCR for each Match, which may vary according to the location of the venue for the Match 
(EPCR may in advance agree in writing to allow the patch to be borne in the same position 
on the opposite sleeve, but only in exceptional circumstances).  If any Club wishes to have 
EPCR approve in advance the location of the relevant Tournament logo patch on the sleeve, 
it should contact EPCR without delay; and 

(c) bears no visible patch, logo or sign relating to any other league, cup, tournament, 
competition, or rugby organisation other than the Club itself. 

EPCR reserves the right to reject any shirts that do not comply with this clause 5.11 and require the 
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relevant Club(s) to produce compliant versions. 

D. Match balls 

5.12 EPCR shall supply a number of official balls to each Club (at various stages prior to and during the 
Tournaments).  Such balls must be used in all Matches (and no balls, other than these official balls, 
may be used in Matches).  Clubs will not be entitled to use any image featuring a rugby ball other 
than the official ball in connection with their participation in the Tournaments, and clubs will not be 
entitled to use any method of delivering a match ball onto the field other than that designated by 
EPCR’s Match ball delivery partner. 

E. GPS and HRM 

5.13 Clubs may use GPS and heart rate monitor (“HRM”) technology in Matches, subject to the following 
conditions: 

5.13.1 each Club is responsible for ensuring that any GPS and/or HRM technology used by any of 
its Players during a Match complies with Law 4 of the Laws of the Game and schedule 3 of 
Regulation 12; 

5.13.2 the data generated by such use of GPS and/or HRM technology may be used by the relevant 
Club for research purposes only (including for tactical and other analysis by or on behalf of 
the Club’s respective coaching/ management/medical staff) where in accordance with 
applicable data protection laws; 

5.13.3 pursuant to clause 2.1 of the Commercial Rules, the right to exploit such data commercially 
shall vest solely in EPCR to the extent this is in accordance with applicable data protection 
laws; 

5.13.4 each Club is deemed to have consented to and accepted any risks (including the risk of 
injury) that may arise from the use of GPS and/or HRM technology in Matches; 

5.13.5 although nothing here will exclude or restrict liability for death or personal injury resulting 
from negligence, each Club is deemed to have waived any and all claims, counterclaims, 
causes and rights of action against EPCR, World Rugby, other Clubs and the Unions, whether 
at law or in equity, of whatever nature and in any jurisdiction and/or forum, whether known 
or unknown, that it may have as a result of the use of GPS and/or HRM technology in 
Matches; 

5.13.6 each Club will fully and effectively indemnify and keep indemnified EPCR, on demand, from 
and against any and all losses, damages, liabilities, penalties, suits, judgments and expenses 
(including, without limitation, reasonable legal expenses) resulting from or arising out of the 
use of GPS and/or HRM technology in Matches by such Club;  

5.13.7 each Club will promptly, accurately and comprehensively report to EPCR details of any and 
all injuries that arise as a result of the use of GPS and/or HRM technology in Matches; and  

5.13.8 nothing in this clause 5.13 affects the Match officials’ ability to inspect Players’ clothing and 
order that Players remove such clothing where it is dangerous or illegal, pursuant to Law 4.6 
of the Laws of the Game (or its successor provision). 

F. HIA 

5.14 Subject to World Rugby granting EPCR the relevant approval pursuant to World Rugby Regulation 
10, and more generally to the directions of EPCR, the provisions in Law 3.27 of the Laws of the Game 
dealing with Head Injury Assessment (“HIA”) (along with various elements of the World Rugby Head 
Injury Assessment Protocol) and clauses 5.15 to 5.19 below will apply (except in the case of Players 
who --- when participating in a Match --- have not reached 19 years of age) in the Tournaments.  As 
part of this, an HIA Review Process will operate, as set out in Appendix Ten to these Tournament 
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Rules. 

5.15 Each Club Medic (as defined) must: 

5.15.1 before the first Match in which he/she is involved in the Club’s participation (in any sense), 
have completed: 

(a) World Rugby’s 'concussion management for elite level match day medical staff' and 
'medical protocols for match day medical staff' and 'mindset - a mental health 
resource' education modules (available on the World Rugby Player Welfare Website); 
and 

(b) World Rugby's 'level 2 immediate care in rugby' (or equivalent) face-to-face course; 

5.15.2 at all relevant times comply with World Rugby’s criteria for the permanent and temporary 
removal of players from the field of play for head impact events; 

5.15.3 at all relevant times comply with a graduated return-to-play programme that is approved 
by World Rugby and/or the Union to which his/her Club is affiliated (which will also apply to 
Players who - when participating in a Match – have not reached 19 years of age);  

5.15.4 acknowledge and comply with the HIA Review Process, and comply in full with any requests 
for materials, statements or responses to questions pursuant to Appendix Ten to these 
Tournament Rules; and 

5.15.5 comply with the directions of a Match Day Doctor (if appointed) and acknowledge and 
accept that the Match Day Doctor (if appointed) has the power to remove a Player from the 
field of play. 

5.16 Each Club Manager (as defined) must: 

5.16.1 at some point in the 12 months before the first round of Pool Stage or Pool Stage Matches 
have completed a concussion education session covering at least the following topics: what 
is concussion, what are the common symptoms and signs, how is a concussion managed, 
what is a graduated return to play, what is a Head Injury Assessment (HIA), how to treat 
concussion - what is meant by rest, protect yourself, protect your team mate, what is new in 
concussion; 

5.16.2 at all relevant times comply with World Rugby’s criteria for the permanent and temporary 
removal of players from the field of play for head impact events; 

5.16.3 at all relevant times comply with a graduated return-to-play process that is approved by 
World Rugby and/or the Union to which his/her Club is affiliated (which will also apply to 
Players who - when participating in a Match – have not reached 19 years of age);  

5.16.4 acknowledge and comply with the HIA Review Process, and comply in full with any requests 
for materials, statements or responses to questions pursuant to Appendix Ten to these 
Tournament Rules; and 

5.16.5 comply with the directions of a Match Day Doctor (if appointed) and acknowledge and 
accept that the Match Day Doctor (if appointed) has the power to remove a Player from the 
field of play. 

 
5.17 Each Club Coach (as defined) must: 

 
5.17.1 at all relevant times comply with World Rugby’s criteria for the permanent and temporary 

removal of players from the field of play for head impact events; 

5.17.2 at all relevant times comply with a graduated return-to-play process that is approved by 
World Rugby and/or the Union to which his/her Club is affiliated (which will also apply to 
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Players who - when participating in a Match – have not reached 19 years of age);  

5.17.3 acknowledge and comply with the HIA Review Process, and comply in full with any requests 
for materials, statements or responses to questions pursuant to Appendix Ten to these 
Tournament Rules; and 

5.17.4 comply with the directions of a Match Day Doctor (if appointed) and acknowledge and 
accept that the Match Day Doctor (if appointed) has the power to remove a Player from the 
field of play.   

5.18 Each Player must: 

5.18.1 at some point in the 12 months before the first round of Pool Stage or Pool Stage Matches 
have completed a concussion education session covering at least the following topics: what 
is concussion, what are the common symptoms and signs, how is a concussion managed, 
what is a graduated return to play, what is a Head Injury Assessment (HIA), how to treat 
concussion - what is meant by rest, protect yourself, protect your team mate, what is new in 
concussion; 

5.18.2 at some point in the 12 months before the first round of Pool Stage or Pool Stage Matches 
have completed a baseline concussion assessment (SCAT 5 as a minimum), the results of 
which have been made available to one or more of the Club Medics of his Club; 

5.18.3 consent to the sharing of medical records relating to HIA data with EPCR and other 
individuals or entities that might need access to that information in order to enforce these 
Tournament Rules or other terms of the Participation Agreement; 

5.18.4 consent to the sharing of medical records relating to HIA data for research by World Rugby; 

5.18.5 acknowledge and comply with the HIA Review Process, and comply in full with any requests 
for materials, statements or responses to questions pursuant to Appendix Ten to these 
Tournament Rules; and 

5.18.6 acknowledge and accept that the Match Day Doctor (if appointed) has the power to remove 
him from the field of play.   

5.19 Each Club must: 

5.19.1 ensure that each of its Players, Club Medics, Club Managers and Club Coaches complies in 
full with each of its obligations set out in clauses 5.15 to 5.18, above; 

5.19.2 at some point in the 12 months before the first round of Pool Stage or Pool Stage Matches 
have completed a concussion risk stratification on each of the Club’s Players, which should 
consider all potential risk factors that might identify a high risk player for both concussion 
and slow recovery (and which might consider the following factors: age over 30, age under 
18, two or more concussions in the preceding 12 months, history of multiple concussion --- 
and whether each subsequent concussion occurred with less force, unusual presentations 
or prolonged recovery); 

5.19.3 acknowledge and comply with the HIA Review Process, and comply in full with any requests 
for materials, statements or responses to questions pursuant to Appendix Ten to these 
Tournament Rules;  

5.19.4 ensure that all relevant video feed operators who will be working at the Club's home Matches 
(or any of them) have undertaken suitable training for their role; 

5.19.5 unless it has received an exemption from World Rugby, use World Rugby’s procedures and 
documents (including the HIA forms available on the World Rugby Player Welfare Website) 
when HIA is taking place;  

5.19.6 ensure that Players who have not reached 19 years of age (on the day of the relevant Match) 
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are identified on the replacement sheet with an asterisk (*) since HIA1 will not apply to such 
Players and 

5.19.7 where it is the home Club for a Match: 

(a) when requested to do so by EPCR appoint a Match Day Doctor for the Match 
(ordinarily it is EPCR who will make this appointment) who has completed World 
Rugby's 'concussion management for elite level match day medical staff' and 
'medical protocols for match day medical staff' and 'mindset - a mental health 
resource' education modules (available on the World Rugby Player Welfare Website), 
and World Rugby's 'level 2 immediate care in rugby' (or equivalent) face-to-face 
course;  

(b) cooperate with EPCR to provide, during the Match, access for each Club and the 
Match Day Doctor (if appointed) to live video footage of the Match in accordance with 
EPCR’s directions; and  

(c) cooperate with EPCR to fulfil (at the Match venues) all requests of the HIA replay 
services provider(s) such as, among other things, operational desk space at the 
designated medical and citing positions, sufficient space to locate technical 
equipment within the Match venue (i.e.  a parking position and a minimum indoor 
space pursuant to the service provider's instructions), sufficient security and storage 
as to reasonably prevent theft or damage to equipment, access to a stable internet 
connection and access (free of charge) to a reliable power supply at various locations 
within the venue.   

G. Anti-corruption 

5.20 Prior to participating in any of the Tournaments (i.e.  prior to playing in any Match) each Player or 
Connected Person must have completed (and be able to demonstrate completion upon request by 
EPCR) either (a) World Rugby’s online integrity module, available on the World Rugby Website (and 
currently at integrity.worldrugby.org), or (b) a training programme provided by his club, union, 
league or players' association (so long as that training programme included all of the core elements 
of World Rugby's online integrity module).    

H. Minors 

5.21 Clubs and Players must ensure that at all relevant times they comply with any applicable 
regulations in respect of age grade players playing in Matches in the Tournaments. 

6. Playing squads 

A. Tournament squads 

6.1 This section 6A sets out the procedure to be followed by a Club in order to register Players with 
EPCR for participation in the Tournaments.  Only those Players who are properly registered under 
this section 6A and who satisfy the relevant eligibility criteria set out in clause 7, below, may play for 
a Club in any of the Tournaments. 

First Registration Date (18 November 2021) registration 

6.2 Each Club must register a squad to compete on its behalf in the Tournaments (for the 2021/22 
Heineken Champions Cup and the 2021/22 EPCR Challenge Cup there is no upper limit on the 
number of Players in the squad) by: 

6.2.1 for those Players who are not Southern Hemisphere Competition Participants: 

(a) submitting to EPCR through the EPCR Online Registration Site before noon (GMT) on 
the First Registration Date all necessary details of the Players (attached at Appendix 
Six to these Tournament Rules are extracts from the text that appears on the EPCR 
Online Registration Site showing the details that must be submitted for each Player); 
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and 

(b) sending to EPCR by post or email (so that they are received before noon (GMT) on the 
First Registration Date) a signed and completed Player Acknowledgement and 
Agreement Form for each Player; and 

6.2.2 for those Players who are Southern Hemisphere Competition Participants: 

(a) submitting to EPCR through the EPCR Online Registration Site before noon (GMT) on 
the First Registration Date all necessary details of the Players, confirmation that the 
Player is a Southern Hemisphere Competition Participant and (where appropriate) 
which Player is to act as Club Captain for the duration of the Tournament, with the 
exception of the Union Clearance Confirmation and Union Registration Confirmation; 
and 

(b) submitting to EPCR through the EPCR Online Registration Site before noon (GMT) on 
10 December 2021 the Union Clearance Confirmation and Union Registration 
Confirmation for the Players and sending to EPCR by post or email (so that they are 
received before noon (GMT) on 10 December 2021) a signed and completed Player 
Acknowledgement and Agreement Form for each Player. 

6.3 At least ten of the Players registered by the Club pursuant to clause 6.2, above, must be capable of 
playing in front row forward positions and must be suitably trained and experienced for that role (a 
Player with such competence, training and experience is hereby referred to as a “Front Row 
Player”). 

Additional Player registration 

6.4 Subject to clause 6.6, below, each Club may register up to five additional Players (“Additional 
Players”) during the Pool Stage or Pool Stage of the Tournament (as appropriate) (Additional 
Players cannot be registered during the Knockout Stage of the Tournament), each to replace a 
Player previously registered by the Club pursuant to clause 6.2, above (“Replaced Player”) and to 
compete on the Club’s behalf in the Tournaments, as follows: 

6.4.1 two Additional Players in any position; and 

6.4.2 three Additional Players who are Front Row Players. 

6.5 In order to register an Additional Player to its Tournament squad pursuant to clause 6.4, above, the 
Club must: 

6.5.1 submit to EPCR through the EPCR Online Registration Site before noon (GMT) on the 
Wednesday before the Additional Player’s first Match, all necessary details of the Additional 
Player and the Replaced Player; and 

6.5.2 send the following to EPCR by post or email (so that they are received before noon (GMT) on 
the Additional Player Registration Date): 

(a) if the Additional Player is an Incoming Player, document(s) evidencing the Union 
Clearance Confirmation for the Additional Player; 

(b) document(s) evidencing the Union Registration Confirmation for the Additional 
Player; 

(c) a copy of the Additional Player’s Three-Month Contract; 

(d) a copy of any and all contracts and/or registrations and/or other arrangements that 
the Additional Player has with any other rugby union body, rugby union entity or 
rugby union club as at the Additional Player Registration Date (and/or any contracts 
and/or registrations and/or other arrangements between other parties that relate to 
the Player’s participation in any of the Tournaments on the Club’s behalf, such as any 
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contract between the Club and another club that is loaning the Player to the Club, 
which remain in effect as at the Additional Player Registration Date); 

(e) a signed and completed Additional Player Undertaking for the Additional Player; and 

(f) a signed and completed Player Acknowledgement and Agreement Form for the 
Additional Player. 

Replaced Player re-registration 

6.6 Each Club that has registered an Additional Player pursuant to clause 6.4, above, may - during the 
Pool Stage - re-register the corresponding Replaced Player to replace the Additional Player by 
submitting to EPCR through the EPCR Online Registration Site before noon (GMT) on the Replaced 
Player Re-registration Date all necessary details of the Replaced Player and the Additional Player. 

6.7 For the avoidance of doubt a Replaced Player may re-join a Club’s Tournament squad only by 
replacing the Additional Player who initially replaced him. 

Second Registration Date (24 March 2022) registration 

6.8 Each Club that qualifies for the Knock-Out Stage may register up to a total of three Players, in 
addition to those already registered under clauses 6.2and/or 6.4, above, to compete on the Club’s 
behalf in the Tournaments.  If a Club is to register only one or two Players pursuant to this clause 
6.8, the Club is not restricted in terms of those Players’ positions (i.e.  they need not be Front Row 
Players).  However, a Club may register three Players pursuant to this clause 6.8 only if at least one 
such Player is a Front Row Player.   

6.9 In order to register one or more Players to its Tournament squad pursuant to clause 6.8, above, the 
Club must:  

6.9.1 submit to EPCR through the EPCR Online Registration Site before noon (GMT) on the 
Second Registration Date all necessary details of the Players; and 

6.9.2 send to EPCR by post or email (so that they are received before noon (GMT) on the Second 
Registration Date) a signed and completed Player Acknowledgement and Agreement Form 
for each of those Players. 

6.10 In the event that a Club experiences an injury or medical crisis of some kind - for example 
circumstances that would prevent that Club from meeting its requirements under Law 3 of the 
Game with regard to the contest at the scrum of a particular Match - then a Club may request a 
dispensation from EPCR to register an Emergency Front Row Player in order to enable the Club to: 

(a) contest scrums from the start of the Match; 
 
(b) replace each Front Row Player at the first time of asking during the Match; and 
 
(c) name a Match Squad of 23 players that complies with the requirements established under 

Tournament Rules 6.15-6.19 and Media Rule 3.6. 
 
6.10.1 In order to register an Emergency Front Row Player to its Tournament squad for a Match 

pursuant to this clause 6.10, the Club must: 

(a) have notified EPCR as soon as reasonably practicable of its intention to register an 
Emergency Front Row Player (in practice, this means that the Club must first alert 
EPCR to the possibility of needing to register an Emergency Front Row Player as soon 
as the Club identifies that this is a realistic prospect, for example, in the days or weeks 
before the relevant Match as and when injuries and illnesses to relevant Players are 
occurring); 

 
(b) submit to EPCR through the EPCR Online Registration Site before kick-off of the 

relevant Match all necessary additional details of the supplemental Front Row Player; 
and 
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(c) send the following to EPCR by post or email (liam.mctiernan@epcrugby.com, or as 

otherwise directed by EPCR) as soon as reasonably practicable and in any event so 
that they are received by no later than noon (GMT) on the Monday immediately 
following the relevant Match (i.e.  after the Match has been played), marked for the 
attention of Liam McTiernan: 

 
i. an accurate, comprehensive and detailed list of all the Front Row Players 

already registered by the Club under clauses 6.2, 6.6, 6.8 and/or 6.10 of the 
Tournament Rules, and who play in the same position as the Emergency Front 
Row Player; and 

 
ii. an accurate, comprehensive and detailed description of each of those Players' 

respective injuries and/or illnesses, including a signed statement from one or 
more qualified and experienced medical doctors certifying in each case (i) the 
extent of the relevant Player’s injury and/or illness, (ii) when such injury and/or 
illness was originally incurred and diagnosed, (iii) the Player’s current ability to 
play rugby union and, (iv) the prognosis and likely timetable for his recovery 
from the injury and/or illness. 

 
6.11 In respect of all registrations made pursuant to clauses 6.2, 6.4, 6.6, 6.8 and 6.10, above: 

6.11.1 all details submitted and documents sent to EPCR in respect of any Player must be accurate 
and complete; 

6.11.2 time is of the essence, such that any failure or refusal by a Club or Player to meet the precise 
deadlines will mean that the relevant provisions have not been complied with and the Player 
will not be registered/re-registered; 

6.11.3 any attempt to submit details of a Club’s Players other than through the EPCR Online 
Registration Site will be invalid (unless expressly permitted in these Tournament Rules, or 
done with express prior written approval from EPCR); 

6.11.4 subject to clause 6.18, below, a Player will be considered registered only when all of his details 
have been submitted to EPCR and all relevant documents have been received by EPCR 
pursuant to clauses 6.2, 6.7, 6.8 and/or 6.10, above (and references to 'before registering the 
Player' and 'the time of his registration' should be construed accordingly;, so that, for 
example, (a) a Player who is not a Southern Hemisphere Competition Participant whose 
details are submitted to EPCR pursuant to clause 6.2.1, above, on 18 November 2021 and 
whose signed and completed Player Acknowledgement and Agreement Form is received 
by EPCR on 24 November 2021 is to be considered registered from 24 November 2021, and 
(b) a Player who is a Southern Hemisphere Competition Participant whose details (except 
for Union Clearance Confirmation and Union Registration Confirmation) are submitted to 
EPCR pursuant to clause 6.2.2, above, on 18 November 2021, whose Union Clearance 
Confirmation and Union Registration Confirmation are submitted to EPCR on 28 November 
2021, and whose signed and completed Player Acknowledgement and Agreement Form is 
received by EPCR on 1 December 2021 is to be considered registered from 1 December 2021); 

6.11.5 each Club must at all relevant times have in its registered Tournament squad no fewer than 
ten Front Row Players (and any attempt to register Players, Additional Players or Replaced 
Players, or any cancellation of Players’ registrations pursuant to clause 6.11.6, below, or 
otherwise, that would result in a Club having fewer than ten Front Row Players in its 
registered Tournament squad will be invalid); and 

6.11.6 subject to clause 6.11.5, above, no Player may be registered in the Tournament squad of more 
than one Club at any one time, and in the event that a Club registers in its Tournament squad 
a Player who is at that time registered in the Tournament squad of another Club, that Player's 
registration with that other Club will be automatically cancelled at the time of the ‘new’ 
Club's registration of the Player. 

6.12 EPCR reserves the right at any point to demand further information and/or copies (or originals) of 
any or all documents relating to the registration and/or eligibility of any Players, including evidence 

mailto:liam.mctiernan@epcrugby.com
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of a Player's Union Clearance Confirmation, Union Registration Confirmation, and playing and other 
contracts, and EPCR may specify the timeframe within which such information/documents must 
be produced (which might be very short).  Each Club, its Staff and its Players shall comply promptly 
with all demands made by representatives of EPCR for assistance, information, clarification, 
documents and/or evidence in relation to a Player’s registration and/or eligibility (aside from other 
consequences, adverse inferences may be drawn as a result of any failure or refusal to do so, and it 
will not be a valid excuse for a Club and/or and of its Persons that has failed or refused to do so to 
rely on any privilege against self-incrimination: any such privilege is deemed to have been waived 
by the Club and its Persons).   

6.13 At any time, including where there has been a failure and/or refusal on the part of a Club, member 
of Staff and/or Player to provide assistance, information, clarification, documents and/or evidence 
in relation to registration and/or eligibility within the timeframe designated by the representatives 
of EPCR, EPCR may: 
 
6.13.1 bring Misconduct complaint(s) against the Club and/or the Persons involved; and/or 
 
6.13.2 withdraw and/or suspend a Player's registration and eligibility (and it may determine that a 

Player was not eligible as from an earlier date, such as the date of his purported registration). 

6.14 Subject to the foregoing provisions of this section 6A, each Club shall nominate its strongest 
possible squad to compete on its behalf in the Tournaments. 

B. Match squads 

6.15 For each Match, each participating Club must: 

6.15.1 by no later than 12 noon (GMT) on the Thursday before a Match to be played on a Friday, and 
by no later than 12 noon (GMT) on the Friday before a Match to be played on a Saturday or 
Sunday (a “Match Squad Media Announcement”), enter on the EPCR Online Match Squad 
Selection System details of the Club name, venue, date, kick-off time and opposing Club in 
the fixture, and the Club's Match squad of between 19 and 23 Players from its registered 
Tournament squad (each with full name, position and shirt number and with one of those 
Players identified as the team captain), in order that the information may then be distributed 
by (or on behalf of) EPCR to the media and to stakeholders.  A breach of this clause by a Club 
(which includes failing or refusing to provide a Match Squad Media Announcement, 
provision of a defective Match Squad Media Announcement, and provision of a Match Squad 
Media Announcement after the stated deadline) will entitle the Director-General to impose 
a fixed fine penalty on the Club pursuant to clause 6 of the Disciplinary Rules and Appendix 
Four thereto 

6.15.2 by no later than one hour prior to the scheduled kick-off of a Match, provide to all 
representatives of the media present at the Match a copy of the home and away Clubs’ 
respective Match Squad Sheets as provided pursuant to this clause, 6.15, of the Tournament 
Rules and which must not (save in exceptional circumstances, which might include a 
medically documented injury to a Player, so long as that has been notified to EPCR in 
advance) include any changes whatsoever (including position or number changes) from the 
Match Squad Media Announcement provided pursuant to clauses 3.6.1 and 3.19  of the Media 
Rules; and 

6.15.3 provide to any EPCR Representative, Official Data Provider and (where an Official Data 
Provider is not appointed) the Match referee, a print-out of the details entered on the EPCR 
Online Match Squad Selection System, signed by the Club's team manager (“Match Squad 
Sheet”).  The EPCR Representative and/or Official Data Provider (if appointed) will then 
provide a copy of the Match Squad Sheet to the Citing Commissioner, Broadcast Partners' 
commentators and the opposing Club (or, where an Official Data Provider is not appointed, 
the Match referee will provide a copy of the Match Squad Sheet to the opposing Club). 

NOTE: If a Club has to make a late change to its match squad (due to a Player’s injury, illness 
or unavailability for  other reasons, or if a Player’s number or position is changed) before the 
one hour prior to the kick-off cut-off point, the change should be made on the EPCR Online 
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Match Squad Selection System.   

The Club must then inform mark.jones@epcrugby.com and 
laura.tarbouriech@epcrugby.com by email of the details of the change, as well the precise 
reason for the change, so that the opposing Club can be notified.   

If a late change as specified in clause XXX is required after the one hour prior to kick-off cut-
off point, then the change should not be made on the Online System.  Instead, the Club must 
inform the ECPR Match Manager, the opposing Club, the EPCR Data Provider, broadcasters 
and accredited media at the venue where the match is taking place. 

Except in cases where the circumstances are truly exceptional (which might include, for example, 
a Player becoming injured while warming up minutes before kick-off of a Match) and EPCR has 
given express written authorisation, only Players whose details are entered on the EPCR Online 
Match Squad Selection System for that Match and who are listed on the Match Squad Sheet may 
play in that Match.  If a Club wishes to include in its Match squad (and play in the Match) a Player or 
Players whose details were not entered on the EPCR Online Match Squad Selection System for that 
Match and who is/are not listed on the Match Squad Sheet, it must urgently contact EPCR, explain 
the truly exceptional circumstances, and seek express written authorisation to do so (which, for the 
avoidance of doubt, will only ever be granted where the relevant Player(s) is/are from the Club's 
registered Tournament Squad). 

In respect of the Heineken Champions Cup and the EPCR Challenge Cup, a breach of this clause by 
a Club (which includes failing or refusing to provide any Match Squad Sheet, providing a Match 
Squad Sheet late, providing a defective Match Squad Sheet, and providing -- other than in 
exceptional circumstances -- a Match Squad Sheet with any changes from the Match Squad Media 
Announcement provided pursuant to clauses 3.6.1 and 3.19 of the Media Rules) will entitle the 
Director-General to impose a fixed fine penalty on the Club pursuant to clause 6 of the Disciplinary 
Rules and Appendix Four thereto. 

6.16 Subject at all times to clause 5.21, above, a minimum of six Front Row Players must be included in 
each Match squad such that at the start of the Match the Club's team can play safely with contested 
scrums and (a) on the first occasion that a replacement hooker is required, (b) on the first occasion 
that a replacement tight-head prop forward is required, and (c) on the first occasion that a 
replacement loose-head prop forward is required (in each case whether due to injury or a Player 
being Temporarily Suspended or sent off), a replacement can be made and the Club’s team can 
continue to play safely with contested scrums.  If a Club does not nominate at least six such Front 
Row Players and/or does not have at least six such Front Row Players in the Match squad ready to 
participate in the Match (in accordance with this clause 6.16), one or more Misconduct complaints 
may be brought against the Club in accordance with the Disciplinary Rules (for the avoidance of 
doubt, Misconduct complaints may be brought against a Club that does not nominate at least six 
such Front Row Players and/or does not have at least six such Front Row Players in the Match squad 
ready to participate in the Match in accordance with this clause 6.16, even if that does not result in 
uncontested scrums).  Notwithstanding the other consequences, if a Club does not nominate at 
least six such Front Row Players in its Match squad for a given Match, it must reduce the size of its 
Match squad accordingly, so that (for example) if it nominates only five such Front Row Players, its 
Match squad must not number more than 22 players.  If a Club does not nominate sufficient Front 
Row Players to allow its team to play safely with contested scrums from the start, uncontested 
scrums will be ordered.  Further, and in any event, where uncontested scrums are ordered as a result 
of the departure of a Front Row Player (whether due to injury or his being Temporarily Suspended 
or sent off, or otherwise) and there is no suitable replacement Front Row Player for any reason, the 
Club concerned shall not be entitled to replace the Front Row Player whose departure caused the 
uncontested scrums.   

6.17 Each Club is permitted an unlimited number of Non-European Players in any one Match squad.  A 
“Non-European Player” is a Player who is not a European Player.  A “European Player” is defined as 
a Player who, at the point that he is included in a Match squad: 

6.17.1 is a national of: 

(a) a member state of the European Union or the European Economic Area (and the 
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United Kingdom will, for these purposes, be treated as such a state in any event); 

(b) a state with which the European Union (or its predecessor the European Community) 
has entered into an agreement that includes directly effective provisions conferring 
equivalent rights of non-discrimination against that state's nationals within the 
European Union; or 

(c) a state whose national rugby union or federation is a member of Rugby Europe; or 

6.17.2 has completed 36 consecutive months of Residence in the country of the Union which has 
jurisdiction over his Club; or 

6.17.3 pursuant to Regulation 8 of the World Rugby Regulations, is currently eligible to play for the 
senior fifteen-a-side National Representative Team, the next senior fifteen-a-side National 
Representative Team or the senior National Representative Sevens Team (as those terms are 
used in those regulations) of a national rugby union or federation that is a member of Rugby 
Europe. 

6.18 In respect only of clause 6.17, above, a Union (in agreement with the Clubs under its jurisdiction) 
may require such Clubs, in selecting players to participate in the Tournament(s), to satisfy more 
restrictive criteria than are applied under these Tournament Rules as to whether a player is a 
European Player or a Non-European Player, provided that each of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 

6.18.1 the Union has the legally enforceable right under its rules, constitution or by any other 
arrangement or agreement (for example, with the Clubs under its jurisdiction) to apply such 
criteria; 

6.18.2 such criteria apply only to the Clubs under the jurisdiction of that Union; 

6.18.3 their application, and the resolution of any issue arising out of their application, are the sole 
responsibility of the Union; 

6.18.4 such criteria are in conformity with and enforceable under all relevant legal systems; and 

6.18.5 the Union has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless EPCR against any costs or losses of 
any kind whatsoever suffered by EPCR in connection with the application of such criteria. 

6.19 Subject to the foregoing provisions of this section 6B, as well as player rotation within the 
Tournament squad (exercised in good faith), the reasonable and customary need to rest players, 
injuries and international call-ups, each Club must field its strongest possible team for each Match 
in which it competes.  Each Club's representatives must also refrain from making any public 
comments that suggest (or expressly state) that the Club’s strongest possible team was not fielded 
for any given Match (and, in respect of the Heineken Champions Cup and the EPCR Challenge Cup, 
a breach of this obligation by a Club will entitle the Director-General to impose a fixed fine penalty 
on the Club pursuant to clause 6 of the Disciplinary Rules and Appendix Four thereto). 

C. Disciplinary Ineligibility 

6.20 Notwithstanding any other provision in these Tournament Rules, no Player (or other Person) may 
participate in the Tournaments whilst serving a disciplinary suspension imposed under the 
Disciplinary Rules or by his Club, the Union with jurisdiction over his Club, or any other competent 
body, whether such suspension has been imposed pursuant to these Tournament Rules, the rules 
of that Club or Union, the rules of any other rugby union competition or organisation, or World 
Rugby Regulations. 

6.21 In accordance with World Rugby Regulations, a Player who has been shown a red card in any non-
Tournament match and/or who is the subject of a citing complaint (made by a citing commissioner) 
arising out of a non-Tournament match and who has not yet had his case heard by his Union or 
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other relevant disciplinary body shall not be eligible to participate in any Match.   

7. Player Eligibility 

7.1 In order for a Player to be eligible to play for a Club in a given Match in any of the Tournaments, the 
relevant criteria set out, respectively, in clauses 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6, below, must be satisfied with 
respect to that Player.    

First Registration Date (18 November 2021) eligibility 

7.2 For Players registered pursuant to clause 6.2, above, and subject to clauses 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8, below: 

7.2.1 the Player must have been properly registered pursuant to clause 6.2, above;  

7.2.2 if the Player is an Incoming Player, the Club must have received, before registering the Player 
pursuant to clause 6.2, above, Union Clearance Confirmation;  

7.2.3 the Club must have received, before registering the Player pursuant to clause 6.2, above, 
Union Registration Confirmation;  

7.2.4 the Player must have been Continuously Union Registered from the time of his registration 
pursuant to clause 6.2, above, until after the Match in question;  

7.2.5 the Player must have been Free of Contractual Limitations from the time of his registration 
pursuant to clause 6.2, above, until after the Match in question; and  

7.2.6 the Player must not have played for another Club that is participating in the same 
Tournament(s) (a) in the relevant Tournament(s) (i.e.  he must not be 'cup-tied'), or (b) in any 
other competition (whether or not organised by EPCR) between the time of his registration 
pursuant to clause 6.2, above, and the Match in question.    

Additional Player eligibility  

7.3 For Players registered as Additional Players pursuant to clause 6.4, above, and subject to clauses 7.6, 
7.7 and 7.8, below:  

7.3.1 the Player must have been properly registered pursuant to clause 6.4, above;  

7.3.2 if the Player is an Incoming Player, the Club must have received, before registering the Player 
pursuant to clause 6.4, above, Union Clearance Confirmation;  

7.3.3 the Club must have received, before registering the Player pursuant to clause 6.4, above, 
Union Registration Confirmation;  

7.3.4 the Player must have been Continuously Union Registered from the time of his registration 
pursuant to clause 6.4, above, until after the Match in question;  

7.3.5 the Player must have in effect at the time of his registration pursuant to clause 6.4, above, 
and at the date of the Match a Three-Month Contract; 

7.3.6 the Player must have been Free of Contractual Limitations from the time of his registration 
pursuant to clause 6.4, above, until after the Match in question;  

7.3.7 the Player and the Club must have complied in full (and must continue to comply in full for 
the relevant three-month period) with the Additional Player Undertaking (important note: a 
failure or refusal to comply in full with the Additional Player Undertaking at any time will 
mean that the Additional Player is deemed to have been ineligible from the time of his 
registration pursuant to clause 6.8, above, so that, for example, if in the first two months of a 
three-month contract with a Club, an Additional Player plays for the Club in two Matches (i.e.  
two matches in the relevant Tournament), but then -- after having performed the contract 
for only two of the three months -- terminates (or stops performing his obligations under) 
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the contract, that will be a breach of the Additional Player Undertaking, and the Additional 
Player will be deemed to have been ineligible as from when he was first registered, including 
for the two Matches in which he played);  

7.3.8 the Player must not have played for another Club that is participating in the same 
Tournament(s) (a) in the relevant Tournament(s) (i.e.  he must not be ‘cup-tied’), or (b) in any 
other competition (whether or not organised by EPCR) between the time of his registration 
pursuant to clause 6.4, above, and the Match in question; and 

Replaced Player eligibility 

7.4 For Players re-registered as Replaced Players pursuant to clause 6.6, above, and subject to clauses 
7.96, 7.7 and 7.8, below:  

7.4.1 the Player must have been properly re-registered pursuant to clause 6.6, above; and 

7.4.2 the Player and the Club must have continued to comply with all of the criteria set out in 
clauses 7.2.2 to 7.2.6, above, as if the Player had been registered pursuant to clause 6.2, above, 
from the time of his registration pursuant to clause 6.2, above, until after the Match in 
question. 

Second Registration Date (25 March 2021) eligibility 

7.5 For Players registered pursuant to clause 6.8, above, and subject to clauses 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8, below: 

7.5.1 the Player must have been properly registered pursuant to clause 6.8, above;  

7.5.2 if the Player is an Incoming Player, the Club must have received, before registering the Player 
pursuant to clause 6.8, above, Union Clearance Confirmation;   

7.5.3 the Club must have received, before registering the Player pursuant to clause 6.8, above, 
Union Registration Confirmation; 

7.5.4 the Player must have been Continuously Union Registered from the time of his registration 
pursuant to clause 6.8, above, until after the Match in question; 

7.5.5 the Player must have been Free of Contractual Limitations from the time of his registration 
pursuant to clause 6.8, above, until after the Match in question; and  

7.5.6 the Player must not have played for another Club that is participating in the same 
Tournament(s) (a) in the relevant Tournament(s) (i.e.  he must not be ‘cup-tied’) or (b) in any 
other competition (whether or not organised by EPCR) between the time of his registration 
pursuant to clause 6.8, above, and the Match in question. 

Emergency Front Row Player eligibility 

7.6 For Players registered pursuant to clause 6.10, above, and subject to clauses 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9, below:  

7.6.1 the Player must have been properly registered pursuant to clause 6.10, above (which will not 
be the case if, for example, the Club failed or refused to comply with its notification 
obligations in clause 6.11.1, above); 

7.6.2 those Front Row Players already registered by the Club under clauses 6.2, 6.4 and/or 6.6, 
above, and who play in the same position as the Emergency Front Row Player (for example, 
if the Emergency Front Row Player is a hooker, the hookers are already registered by the 
Club), must be suffering from injury and/or illness such that without the use of an Emergency 
Front Row Player in the relevant Match the Club would be incapable of complying with 
clause 6.17, above, for that Match; 

7.6.3 the Club could not reasonably have prevented that situation arising (for example, by 
registering more Players who play in the Emergency Front Row Player’s position under 
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clauses 6.2, 6.4 and/or 6.8, above); 

7.6.4 the Club must have received, before nominating the Player pursuant to clause 6.10, above, 
Union Registration Confirmation; 

7.6.5 the Player must have been Continuously Union Registered from the time of his nomination 
pursuant to clause 6.10, above, until after the Match in question; and  

7.6.6 the Player must not have played for another Club in the relevant Tournament(s) (i.e.  he must 
not be ‘cup-tied’). 

7.7 For the purposes of clauses 7.2.6, 7.3.8 and 7.5.6, above, a Player will be deemed to have played for 
another Club if he has been named in the match squad sheet, such as that provided for in clause 
6.15, above, or the equivalent, for any match in any competition.    

7.8 For the purposes of clauses 7.2 to 7.5, above, and for the avoidance of doubt, if a Club loans a Player 
to, and the Player plays for, another club that is (a) within the jurisdiction of the Union within whose 
jurisdiction the Club falls, and (b) not participating in the same Tournament(s) as the Club, so long 
as the loan arrangement does not prevent the Player from playing for the Club if and when the Club 
wishes, that loan arrangement (and any break in the continuous period of registration with the Club 
that is necessitated by the registration regulations of the relevant Union as a result of the loan 
arrangement) will not of itself make the Player ineligible to play for the Club in the Tournaments.  
Further, if a Club takes a Player on loan from another club, there is nothing in that arrangement of 
itself that will make the Player ineligible to play for the Club in the Tournaments, but the Player and 
Club will need to ensure (among other things) that there are no provisions in the loan agreement 
and/or the relevant Union's registration regulations and/or the relevant Union's clearance 
arrangements that will prevent the Player being properly registered under clauses 6.2, 6.4, 6.6, 6.8 
and/or 6.10, above, and/or otherwise eligible under clauses 7.2 to 7.6, above. 

7.9 For the avoidance of doubt, the fact that the EPCR Online Match Squad Selection System appears 
to permit a Club to select a Player to play for that Club in a given Match pursuant to clause 6.15, 
above, does not mean that that Player is necessarily eligible to play for that Club in that Match under 
these Tournament Rules (and at all times it is the responsibility of the relevant Club, Player and/or 
other Persons to satisfy themselves that the relevant Player is eligible to play for the Club under the 
Tournament Rules).    

8. The Respective Winners of the Tournaments 

8.1 The Club that wins the 2021/22 Heineken Champions Cup shall have the right and obligation to 
participate in any competition organised and/or authorised by EPCR against the winner of the so-
called "Super Rugby" tournament or such other opponent as EPCR may designate. 

8.2 The Clubs that win the 2021/22 Heineken Champions Cup and EPCR Challenge Cup will 
automatically qualify to participate in the 2022/23 Heineken Champions Cup if they have not already 
done so by virtue of their final league position in their domestic competition, at the expense of the 
lowest ranked remaining qualifier based on their final position in their domestic competition, so 
that (a) if clubs from two different leagues win the Tournaments, they will qualify for the 2022/23 
Heineken Champions Cup at the expense of the 8th ranked Club from the same league; or (b) if clubs 
from the same league win the Tournaments, then they will qualify at the expense of the 7th and 8th 
ranked Clubs from their domestic league. 

8.3 This clause 8 shall survive the termination or expiry of the Participation Agreement.   

9. COVID-19 

9.1 In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, all Clubs and Persons must at all relevant times comply in full 
with any and all reasonable instructions from EPCR regarding the return to group training and 
Matches, any contingency plans that EPCR might put in place in order to complete the 2021/22 
season that may involve implementing a biosecure playing environment and any other matters 
following the restart of the 2021/22 Tournaments.  Those reasonable instructions will include (but 
are not limited to) the contents of the COVID-19 Response Document, and all subsequent versions 
of that document.   
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Appendix One 
 

Definitions 

"Additional Players" has the meaning given to that term in clause 6.4 of these Tournament Rules.    

"Additional Player Registration Date" means: (a) the Wednesday immediately prior to the first Match for which 
the relevant Additional Player is to be included in the Match squad, or (b) the Wednesday immediately prior to 
the relevant Club’s round 6 Pool Match, whichever is earlier.   

"Additional Player Undertaking" means the document attached as Appendix Eight to these Tournament Rules 
in which the Club, on its own behalf and on behalf of the relevant Additional Player, undertakes (among other 
things) that the Additional Player’s Three-Month Contract will continue to be performed and remain in full force 
and effect, and the Additional Player will be Free of Contractual Limitations, for a single period of at least three 
months. 

"Anti-Doping Rules" means the 2021/22 Anti-Doping Rules, as amended from time to time, a copy of which is 
attached as Schedule Five to the Participation Agreement.    

"Appeal Committee" has the meaning given to that term in the Disciplinary Rules or the Anti-Doping Rules, as 
applicable. 

"Broadcast Partner" has the meaning given to that term in the Commercial Rules.   

"Capacity" has the meaning given to that term in the Commercial Rules. 

"Captain's Run" means a Club training session that may last no more than one hour and that must involve no 
scrum practice. 

"CAS" has the meaning given to that term in the Anti-Doping Rules. 

"Caution" has the meaning given to that term in the Disciplinary Rules. 

“Chairman of the Disciplinary Panel” has the meaning give to that term in clause 7.1.1 of the Disciplinary Rules.   

"Citing Commissioner" has the meaning given to that term in the Disciplinary Rules.    

"Citing Commissioner Warning" has the meaning given to that term in the Disciplinary Rules. 

"Club" means any rugby union body or entity (including, without limitation, a club, province or regional team) 
participating in any one or more of the Tournaments. 

"Club Coach" means each member of the Club's coaching team who has (or is likely to have at any time during 
the Tournaments) any involvement with the Club's participation in any of the Tournaments (which will include, 
for the avoidance of doubt and without limitation, the director(s) of rugby and head coach and all other coaches 
--- whether forwards, backs, kicking, tactical, attack, defence, strength and conditioning, or otherwise --- who are 
engaged (whether or not by way of a written contract) by the Club). 

"Club Manager" means each member of the Club's management team who has (or is likely to have at any time 
during the Tournaments) any direct involvement with the Club's participation in any of the Tournaments.  This 
includes, without limitation, all team managers, assistant team managers or similar who are engaged (whether 
or not by way of a written contract) by the Club. 

"Club Medic" means each member of the Club's medical team who has (or is likely to have at any time during the 
Tournaments) any involvement with the Club's participation in any of the Tournaments (which will include, for the 
avoidance of doubt and without limitation, doctors, physiotherapists, osteopaths, Match Day Doctors, masseurs 
and/or similar who are engaged (whether or not by way of a written contract) by the Club). 

"Club Organisation" has the meaning given to that term in the Disciplinary Rules.    

"Commercial Rules" means the 2021/22 Commercial Rules, a copy of which is attached as Schedule Two to the 
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Participation Agreement.    

"Continuously Union Registered" means that throughout the period in question the Player was fully and properly 
registered with the relevant Club according to the registration regulations of the Union within whose jurisdiction 
the Club falls.    

“COVID-19 Response Document” means the Matchday Operational Standards – Covid-19 Response document 
produced by EPCR and which is available on request from EPCR.   

"Director-General" means the person appointed by EPCR to perform that role. 

"Disciplinary Committee" has the meaning given to that term in the Disciplinary Rules. 

"Disciplinary Officer" means the person appointed by EPCR to act on its behalf in matters arising under the 
Disciplinary Rules. 

"Disciplinary Panel" has the meaning give to that term in clause 7.1.1 of the Disciplinary Rules. 

"Disciplinary Rules" means the 2021/22 Disciplinary Rules, a copy of which is attached as Schedule Four to the 
Participation Agreement. 

“Emergency Front Row Player” has the meaning given to that term in clause 6.10 of these Tournament Rules. 

"Entity" has the meaning given to that term in clause 1.3.2 of these Tournament Rules.    

"EPCR" means European Professional Club Rugby. 

"EPCR Board" means the board of directors of EPCR from time to time. 

"EPCR HIA Review Panel" means the group of individuals appointed by EPCR to perform the functions set out in 
Appendix Ten to these Tournament Rules.   

"EPCR Online Match Squad Selection System" means the facility for nominating Match squads at 
www.epcrugby.com (or as otherwise indicated by EPCR from time to time).   

"EPCR Online Registration Site" means the facility for registering Players at www.epcrugby.com (or as otherwise 
indicated by EPCR from time to time). 

"EPCR Representative" means the person designated by EPCR to perform that role at a Match.    

"European Player" has the meaning given to that term in clause 6.17 of these Tournament Rules. 

"Events and Operations Director" means the person appointed by EPCR to perform that role. 

"Final Match" means the Match played in the final stage of each Tournament to determine the winner of each 
such Tournament. 

"First Registration Date" means 18 November 2021.   

"Free of Contractual Limitations" means for a continuous period, and subject only to the 'rights to release' for 
national representative teams pursuant to World Rugby Regulation 9, having no contract and/or registration 
and/or other arrangement with any rugby union body, rugby union person, rugby union entity or rugby union 
club (other than the relevant Club) such as would prevent the Player from playing for the Club. 

"Front Row Player" has the meaning given to that term in clause 6.3 of these Tournament Rules. 

"GMT" means Greenwich Mean Time.   

"GPS" means global positioning system. 

"Head Injury Assessment" or "HIA" has the meaning given to that term in clause 5.14 of these Tournament Rules.   

http://www.epcrugby.com/
http://www.epcrugby.com/
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"HIA Incident" has the meaning given to that term in Appendix Ten to these Tournament Rules. 

"HIA Review Process" has the meaning given to that term in Appendix Ten to these Tournament Rules. 

"HIA Review Processor" means the persons/entities appointed by EPCR to perform the functions set out in 
Appendix Ten to these Tournament Rules. 

"HRM" has the meaning given to that term in clause 5.13 of these Tournament Rules. 

"Incoming Player" means a Player who, immediately prior to joining the relevant Club, was playing within the 
jurisdiction of a World Rugby member union other than the Union within whose jurisdiction the Club falls. 

"Judicial Committee" has the meaning given to that term in the Anti-Doping Rules. 

"Knock-Out Match" means a Match played during the Knock-Out Stage. 

"Knock-Out Stage" means the Round-of-16, quarter-final, semi-final and final rounds of the Tournaments. 

"Laws of the Game" means World Rugby’s Laws of the Game of Rugby Union, as amended from time to time. 

"Match" means a match forming part of one of the Tournaments. 

"Match Day Doctor" means a qualified and practising medical doctor who has sufficient skills and experience to 
perform this role, as appointed pursuant to clause 5.19.7(a) of these Tournament Rules or otherwise. 

"Match Points" has the meaning given to that term in clauses 2.2 of these Tournament Rules. 

“Match Result Resolution Panel” has the meaning given to that term in clause 3.9 of these Tournament Rules. 

"Match Squad Media Announcement" has the meaning given to that term in the Media Rules. 

"Match Squad Sheet" has the meaning given to that term in clause 6.15 of these Tournament Rules.    

"Media Rules" means the 2021/22 Media Rules, a copy of which is attached as Schedule Three to the Participation 
Agreement.    

"Misconduct" has the meaning given to that term in the Disciplinary Rules.    

"Non-European Player" has the meaning given to that term in clause 6.17 of these Tournament Rules. 

"Normal Home Venue" means any venue at which a Club played 50% or more of its home matches in all 
competitions in season 2020/21. 

"Official Data Provider" means the person appointed by EPCR to perform that role for a Match. 

"Official Time-Keeper" means the person appointed by or on behalf of EPCR to perform that role for a Match. 

"Participation Agreement" means the 2021/22 Participation Agreement, of which these Tournament Rules form 
a part, which sets out the terms and conditions of participation in the Tournaments.    

"Person" means a Player, or a member, director, official, officer, member of Staff, employee, contractor, agent or 
representative of a Club or any other person involved in any of the Tournaments in any way on behalf of a Club. 

"Player" means any person who is named in a Club’s Tournament squad. 

"Player Acknowledgement and Agreement Form" means the form attached as Appendix One to the 
Participation Agreement. 

"Playing Area" means the area between the goal-lines and the touchlines in addition to the in-goal areas.  The 
touchlines, touch-in goal lines and dead ball lines are not part of the Playing Area. 
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"Playing Enclosure" means the Playing Area and the space around it, not less than five metres where practicable. 

“Pool Draw” means the event where Clubs are allocated into tiers and/or pools by EPCR for both the Heineken 
Champions Cup and EPCR Challenge Cup for the purposes of scheduling fixtures.   

"Pool Match" means a Match played during the Pool Stage of the Heineken Champions Cup and/or EPCR 
Challenge Cup. 

"Pool Stage" means the Matches played prior to the Round-of-16 Matches of the Heineken Champions Cup and/or 
EPCR Challenge Cup.    

"Replaced Player" has the meaning given to that term in clause 6.4 of these Tournament Rules.    

"Replaced Player Re-registration Date" means: (a) the Wednesday immediately prior to the first Match (since the 
Additional Player Registration Date) for which the Replaced Player is to be included in the Match squad, or (b) the 
Wednesday immediately prior to the relevant Club’s round 6 Pool Match, whichever is earlier. 

"Residence" has the meaning given to that term in the World Rugby Regulations. 

“Round-of-16 Match” means a Match played during the Round-of-16 of the Heineken Champions Cup or EPCR 
Challenge Cup. 

"Rugby Europe" is the regional association member of World Rugby for Europe, previously known as the 
Fédération Internationale de Rugby Amateur – Association Européene de Rugby (FIRA-AER), whose members as 
at October 2020 are the national rugby unions or federations of Andorra, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, England, Estonia, Finland, France, 
Georgia, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, 
Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Scotland, 
Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine and Wales. 

"Second Registration Date" means 24 March 2021. 

"Southern Hemisphere Competition Participant" means a Player who is listed in the tournament squad of, or is 
otherwise contracted to play or be available for one of the teams participating in the 2021 Currie Cup and/or the 
2021 Mitre 10 Cup and/or the 2021 Rugby Championship. 

"Staff" means all employees of and volunteers to a Club, including (but not limited to) officials, administrators, 
team managers, coaches, doctors, fitness advisers, physiotherapists and groundsmen. 

"Strip" means shirt, shorts and socks. 

"Technical Zone Manager" means the person appointed by a Club to perform the duties, and comply with the 
obligations, set out in clause 4.5 of, and Appendices Five and Nine to, these Tournament Rules. 

"Temporarily Suspended" has the meaning given to that term in the Disciplinary Rules (and "Temporary 
Suspensions" will be interpreted accordingly).    

"Three-Month Contract" means a legally-binding contract between the relevant Player and his Club under which 
(a) the Player is obliged to participate in all appropriate player activities (including playing for the Club, if selected), 
and (b) that obligation is effective, without qualification or condition, and fully capable of being performed for a 
continuous single period of at least three months (important note: if a playing contract is ‘back-dated’ or otherwise 
purports to commence on a date before it is actually entered into, for those purposes it will be treated as though 
any obligation to participate in player activities is/was not effective and/or fully capable of being performed during 
the period before the contract is actually entered into).    

"Tournament(s)" has the meaning given to that term in the first paragraph of these Tournament Rules. 

 "Union" means any one of the Fédération Française de Rugby, the Federazione Italiana Rugby, the Irish Rugby 
Football Union, the Rugby Football Union, Scottish Rugby Union plc, Welsh Rugby Union Limited or any other 
union that has jurisdiction over a club that has qualified to participate in any of the Tournaments; and "Unions" 
means more than one of them.    
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"Union Clearance Confirmation" means written confirmation from the Union within whose jurisdiction the 
relevant Club falls that the relevant Player has been cleared to play under Regulation 4.6 of the World Rugby 
Regulations.    

"Union Registration Confirmation" means written confirmation from the Union within whose jurisdiction the 
relevant Club falls that the relevant Player has been fully and properly registered with that Club according to the 
Union’s registration regulations.   

"World Rugby" means World Rugby, the international governing body of rugby union. 

"World Rugby Head Injury Assessment Protocol" means the protocol of that name implemented by World 
Rugby in or around October 2020 (as updated from time to time) as available on the World Rugby Player Welfare 
Website and/or the World Rugby Website. 

"World Rugby Player Welfare Website" means http://playerwelfare.worldrugby.org (or as otherwise indicated 
from time to time).   
 
"World Rugby Regulations" means the World Rugby Regulations Relating to the Game, as amended from time 
to time. 

"World Rugby Website" means www.worldrugby.org (or as otherwise indicated from time to time).    

 

http://playerwelfare.worldrugby.org/
http://www.worldrugby.org/
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Appendix Two 

Extra Time Protocol 

If the score is tied at the end of a Knock-Out Match (this includes (at full time in the second of the two legs played 
in a Heineken Champions Cup Round-of-16 Match) each Club has the same points difference from those Matches, 
then extra time will be played, consisting of two periods, each of ten minutes plus any stoppage time in each 
period. 

At the final whistle signalling the end of normal time in the Match, there will be a five-minute break.   Neither the 
teams nor the Match officials may leave the Playing Enclosure during this break, save for exceptional reasons.   The 
coaching/management/medical staff of each Club shall be permitted onto the Playing Area to bring water, 
nourishment and treatment to their Players, but they must leave the Playing Area before the end of the break. 

After the five-minute break, the teams will swap ends and the Club that kicked off the first half of the Match will 
kick off the first period of extra time.   After ten minutes (played on the 'elapsed time' basis as set out in clause 
4.2.5 of these Tournament Rules) the referee will stop the Match and the teams will swap ends again while there 
is a break of one minute.   Neither the teams nor the Match officials may leave the Playing Enclosure during this 
break, save for exceptional reasons.   The coaching/management/medical staff of each Club shall be permitted 
onto the Playing Area during the break to bring water, nourishment and treatment to their Players, but they must 
leave the Playing Area before the end of the break. 

After the one-minute break, the Club that kicked off the second half of the Match will kick off the second period 
of extra time.   After ten minutes (again, played on the 'elapsed time' basis as set out in clause 4.2.5 of these 
Tournament Rules), the referee will stop the Match.   If at that point there is no winner of the Match according to 
the criteria set out in the Tournament Rules, then: 

Knock-Out Match (excluding Heineken Champions Cup Round-of-16 Matches) 

(a)   the Club that has scored the most tries in that Match (including extra time) shall be deemed the winner of 
that Match; or  

(b) if the scores are tied after extra time and the Clubs have scored the same number of tries in that Match 
(including extra time), then the winner of the Match will be determined by a place-kick competition 
conducted in accordance with Appendix Three to these Tournament Rules. 

Heineken Champions Cup Round-of-16 Matches  

(a) the Club that has scored the greater number of tries in both legs of the respective quarter-final (including 
extra time) will be deemed the winner of the Round-of-16 Match; or 

(b) if the scores are tied after extra time and the Clubs have scored the same number of tries in both legs of 
the respective Round-of-16 Match (including extra time), then the winner of the Round-of-16 Match will be 
determined by a place-kick competition conducted in accordance with Appendix Three to these 
Tournament Rules. 
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Appendix Three 
 

Place Kick Competition 

Where the Tournament Rules provide for a place-kick competition to be carried out to determine the winner of 
the Match, the following procedures will apply: 

1. All Players and Match officials will remain on the Playing Area.   The referee will call the captains of the two 
teams together and will conduct two coin tosses.   The first toss of the coin will decide which team selects 
the end at which all place-kicks must be taken; the second toss of the coin will decide which team selects 
whether it wishes to kick first or second in sequence.   For the avoidance of doubt, it may be that the same 
team wins both tosses in which case it may select the end at which all place kicks must be taken and 
whether it wishes to kick first or second in sequence.   For the purposes of this Appendix Three, the team 
selected to kick first will be referred to as "Team A" and the team that kicks second will be referred to as 
"Team B".    

2. Each team must nominate three Players to take part in the competition.   For the purposes of this Appendix 
Three, each Player will be allocated a number: 1, 2 or 3, and will be referred to throughout the place-kick 
competition as "Kicker 1", "Kicker 2" or "Kicker 3", respectively.   Only Players on the Playing Area at the final 
whistle of extra-time may be nominated.   No replaced Players or Players who have been shown a red card 
may take part at any time.   Any Player who has been Temporarily Suspended and who remains in the ‘sin 
bin’ at the time of the final whistle of extra-time may not take part in the place kick competition.   The order 
in which the nominated Players will kick is determined in accordance with paragraphs 5 to 10, below. 

3. The Match officials and the six nominated Players (three from each team) will assemble on the halfway line.   
Coaching/management/medical staff and Players not nominated must gather and remain in their 
respective Club’s technical zone.   No one other than the Match officials and the participating Players is 
allowed in the part of the Playing Area being used for the competition (including around the Playing Area, 
behind the posts, etc). 

4. The three Players from each team will kick in the order and from the positions set out in paragraphs 5 to 
10, and the diagram, below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. The referee starts the competition by calling Kicker 1 from Team A first to take his kick from position 1.   
Once Kicker 1 from Team A has taken his kick, the referee calls Kicker 1 from Team B team to take his kick 
from position 1.   

6. The referee then calls Kicker 2 from Team A to take his kick from position 2.   Once Kicker 2 from Team A 
has taken the kick, the referee calls Kicker 2 from Team B to take his kick from position 2.   

7. The referee then calls Kicker 3 from Team A to take his kick from position 3.   Once Kicker 3 from Team A 
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has taken his kick, the referee calls Kicker 3 from Team B to take his kick from position 3. 

8. The referee then calls Kicker 1 from Team A to take his kick from position 4.   Once Kicker 1 from Team A 
has taken his kick, the referee calls Kicker 1 from Team B to take his kick from position 4. 

9. The referee then calls Kicker 2 from Team A to take his kick from position 5.   Once Kicker 2 from Team A 
has taken his kick, the referee calls Kicker 2 from Team B to take his kick from position 5. 

10. The referee then calls Kicker 3 from Team A to take his kick from position 6.   Once Kicker 3 from Team A 
has taken his kick, the referee calls Kicker 3 from Team B to take his kick from position 6. 

11. After each of the three nominated Players from each team has taken his two kicks, the referee will declare 
the winning team based on the number of successful kicks.   If there is an equal number of successful kicks, 
the competition continues on a 'sudden death' basis.   All kicks will take place from position 4 and will take 
place in the following order: 

• Kicker 1 from Team A and then Kicker 1 from Team B; 

• Kicker 2 from Team A and then Kicker 2 from Team B; and 

• Kicker 3 from Team A and then Kicker 3 from Team B. 

12. The competition will continue two kicks at a time (one from each team in the order set out at paragraph 
11, above) until one Player succeeds with a kick and the Player from the other team taking the 
corresponding kick misses it.   Once that happens, the team of the Player who succeeded with the kick will 
be declared the winner. 

13. Throughout the place-kick competition: 

13.1 Once a Player has positioned the ball on the kicking tee, he must take the kick within one minute.   Should 
he take longer, the referee shall declare the kick unsuccessful.    

13.2 After each kick, the referee records the number of the Player and whether or not the attempt was 
successful.  The same details must be recorded on the official Match report.    

13.3 Whether or not the kick is successful in each case is the sole decision of the referee, who may at his sole 
discretion rely on the assistance of his Match officials.   The referee's decision shall be final and binding. 

13.4 If a Player selected to be a kicker becomes injured, he may be replaced but only by a Player who was on 
the Playing Area at the final whistle of extra-time in accordance with paragraph 2, above (and, for the 
avoidance of doubt, the replacement kicker must take the number of the kicker he is replacing, so that for 
example if Kicker 1 becomes injured and is replaced, the replacement becomes Kicker 1).    

13.5 Subject to paragraph 13.4, above, the kickers may not change numbers (so that, for example, Kicker 1 
cannot swap with Kicker 2). 
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Appendix Four 
 

Match Dates 

 
Heineken Champions Cup and EPCR Challenge Cup 
 

Pool/Pool Matches 
Round 1 weekend beginning 10 December 2021 
Round 2 weekend beginning 17 December 2021 
Round 3 weekend beginning 14 January 2022 
Round 4 weekend beginning 21 January 2022 
Round 5 (Challenge Cup ONLY) weekend beginning 8 April 2022  

 
Knock-Out Matches 

Heineken Champions Cup 
Round-of-16 (first leg) 

weekend beginning 8 April 2022 

Heineken Champions Cup 
Round-of-16 (second leg) and 
EPCR Challenge Cup Round-of-16 

weekend beginning 15 April 2022 

Quarter-Final Matches Weekend beginning 6 May 2022 
Semi-final Matches weekend beginning 13 May 2022 
EPCR Challenge Cup Final Match Friday 27 May 2022 
Heineken Champions Cup Final 
Match 

Saturday 28 May 2022 
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Appendix Five 
 

Replacement Protocol 

1. Each Club's Technical Zone Manager is responsible for the Club's replacements during a Match, as well as 
the Club's compliance with the technical zone protocol at Appendix Nine to these Tournament Rules.  The 
Technical Zone Manager must ordinarily be located in the Club's technical zone throughout the Match. 

2. When a Club decides to replace a Player on the Playing Enclosure, the Club's Technical Zone Manager 
must fill in the appropriate details on the replacement card and sign it.   The respective numbers of the 
Player leaving the Playing Area and the Player replacing him must be written in the appropriate box on 
the replacement card by the Technical Zone Manager. 

3. When a Player leaves the field of play for a bleeding/open wound, the Technical Zone Manager must tick 
the blood box and enter in the appropriate box the respective numbers of the leaving Player and the 
replacement Player.  This process must be repeated when the first Player returns to the field of play.  A 
maximum of 15 minutes will be permitted for temporary blood replacements, after which the temporary 
replacement will become permanent.  The 15-minute time allowance will start at the point the player 
reaches the point in the stadium agreed at the pre-match medical briefing. 

4. When a Player leaves the field temporarily for an assessment under the HIA procedures, the Technical Zone 
Manager must tick the "HIA" box and enter in the appropriate box the respective numbers of the leaving 
Player and the replacement Player.  This process must be repeated when the first Player returns to the field 
of play (as appropriate).  If a Player leaves the field permanently, for example due to concussion or 
suspected concussion, pursuant to World Rugby Regulation 10, the Technical Zone Manager must tick the 
"concussion" box.  A maximum of 12 minutes will be permitted for temporary HIA replacements, after which 
the temporary replacement will become permanent.  The 12-minute time allowance will start at the point 
the player reaches the point in the stadium agreed at the pre-match medical briefing.  A player undergoing 
a HIA may not return to the field before the 12 minutes have expired. 

5. If a player needs to leave the field temporarily for an assessment under the HIA procedures, and also 
requires treatment for a bleeding/open wound, a maximum of 17 minutes will be permitted.  For the 
avoidance of doubt, a player who has been temporarily replaced in these circumstances may return to the 
field as soon as the 12-minute HIA period has expired. 

6. If a HIA is called in the final 10 minutes of the first half, a maximum of 12 minutes will still be permitted for 
the HIA; however, the player will NOT be required to report back to the 4th Official within the 12-minute HIA 
limit and may instead simply report to the 4th Official at the beginning of the second half. 

7. If A HIA is called during the half time interval, in circumstances where the 4th Official has NOT been notified 
before returning to the changing room for half time, the HIA is deemed to have been called at the moment 
the second half commences, and the player may not return to the field until 12 minutes of the second half 
have elapsed. 

8. If A HIA is called between the time of the half-time whistle and the 4th Official entering the match officials 
changing room; then the 12-minute allowance for a HIA will commence immediately.  A temporary 
replacement may be made for the first few minutes of the second half until the 12-minute allowance has 
expired. 

9. The 'sin bin' box must be ticked by the Technical Zone Manager when a Front Row Player has been 'sin-
binned' and another Front Row Player has to enter the Playing Area in order to ensure non-contested 
scrums do not occur.  The respective numbers of the Player leaving the Playing Area and the replacement 
Front Row Player must be written in the appropriate box on the replacement card by the Technical Zone 
Manager. 

10. The card does not represent a valid request until it is signed by the Technical Zone Manager. 

11. The card is then handed by the Technical Zone Manager to the number 4 or 5 Match official, who will check 
the details and then proceed with the replacement. 

12. The number 4 or 5 Match official will add the details to their replacement form. 
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13. Once the card has been passed to the number 4 or 5 Match official, a replacement is effective only when 
the Match referee has clearly signalled for the Player to be replaced.  The Technical Zone Manager may 
amend details on the card given to the number 4 or 5 Match official at any time before the replacement 
takes place but any such amendments to the card must be authorised by signature by the Technical Zone 
Manager.    

14. Once the Match referee has clearly signalled for the Player to be replaced, the number 4 or 5 Match official 
will escort the replacement Player to the touch-line at the halfway line and, subject to the following 
provision, that Player may enter the Playing Area only after the Player leaving the Playing Area has crossed 
the touch-line and is off the Playing Area, and the number 4 or 5 Match official has signalled for the 
replacement Player to enter the Playing Area.  A replacement Player may be allowed to enter the Playing 
Area before the Player leaving the Playing Area crosses the touchline if the Player leaving the Playing Area 
is injured to such an extent that it necessitates him being escorted from the Playing Area by medical 
personnel.  In such a case, the number 4 or 5 Match official will signal to the replacement Player when he 
is permitted to enter the Playing Area. 

15. Before each Match, each Club will receive a different colour set of replacement cards.   
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Appendix Six 
 

Outcome of Unplayed Matches Arising from COVID-19 Pandemic 

Pool Stage Matches 
 

 HOST UNIMPACTED  HOST CANNOT HOST AT HOME VENUE 
HOST CANNOT PLAY 

VISITOR 
NOT 

IMPACTED 

1.  MATCH PLAYED 
BUSINESS AS USUAL 

2.  APPROPRIATE ALTERNATIVE 
VENUE TO BE FOUND, WHERE 

POSSIBLE (IF MATCH CANNOT BE 
PLAYED, TRAVELLING TEAM 

AWARDED 28-0 BONUS POINT WIN, 
I.E. 5 MATCH POINTS, HOME TEAM 

FORFEITS MATCH AND ARE 
AWARDED 0 MATCH POINTS). 

3.  VISITOR AWARDED 28-0 
BONUS POINT WIN, I.E.  5 

MATCH POINTS. 
(HOST TEAM FORFEIT MATCH 
28-0 AND ARE AWARDED 0 

MATCH POINTS.) 

VISITOR 
CAN PLAY 
BUT NOT 
TRAVEL 

4.  MATCH TO BE 
RESCHEDULED/RELOCATED 
WITHIN SAME WEEKEND IF 

POSSIBLE (IF MATCH 
CANNOT BE PLAYED, HOST 

AWARDED 28-0 BONUS 
POINT WIN, I.E.  5 MATCH 

POINTS. 
VISITOR FORFEITS MATCH 

28-0 AND ARE AWARDED 0 
MATCH POINTS.) 

5.  APPROPRIATE ALTERNATIVE 
VENUE TO BE FOUND, WHERE 

POSSIBLE (IF MATCH CANNOT BE 
PLAYED DUE TO INABILITY OF EPCR 
TO SOURCE ALTERNATIVE VENUE, 
MATCH IS DECLARED A 0-0 DRAW, 
BOTH TEAMS AWARDED 2 MATCH 

POINTS.  IF MATCH CANNOT BE 
PLAYED DUE TO VISITOR BEING 

UNABLE TO TRAVEL TO ALTERNATIVE 
VENUE, HOST AWARDED 28-0 BONUS 

POINT WIN, I.E.  5 MATCH POINTS. 
VISITOR FORFEITS MATCH 28-0 AND 
ARE AWARDED 0 MATCH POINTS.) 

6.  VISITOR AWARDED 28-0 
BONUS POINT WIN, I.E.  5 

MATCH POINTS. 
HOST FORFEITS MATCH 28-0 

AND ARE AWARDED 0 
MATCH POINTS. 

VISITOR 
CANNOT 

PLAY 

7.  HOST AWARDED 28-0 
BONUS POINT WIN, I.E.  5 

MATCH POINTS. 
VISITOR FORFEITS MATCH 

28-0 AND ARE AWARDED 0 
MATCH POINTS. 

8.  HOST AWARDED 28-0 BONUS 
POINT WIN, I.E.  5 MATCH POINTS. 

VISITOR FORFEITS MATCH 28-0 AND 
ARE AWARDED 0 MATCH POINTS. 

9.  MATCH DECLARED 0-0 
DRAW; 2 MATCH POINTS 

AWARDED TO EACH TEAM. 

 
Explanatory Note 
 
The decision-making framework contained in the above matrix is intended to resolve cancelled matches in favour 
of teams who are/were in a position to contest the fixture.   The point of this matrix is not to apportion blame or 
suggest that one team or the other was in some way at fault because the match could not take place. 
 
Because of the specific structure of EPCR tournaments, it is necessary to award points in a particular quantum in 
each scenario to ensure that: 
 

• teams who have been denied the opportunity to win match points on the field of play AND were in a 
position to compete for those match points are not prejudiced by the inability of another team to contest 
the fixture; 

 
• teams remain highly motivated to fulfil fixtures wherever possible; 
 
• teams are not inadvertently incentivised to fail to use best endeavours to ensure matches are played; and 
 
• the competitive balance of the tournament is not distorted for the other participants.    
 

Therefore, where teams are awarded match points because their match cannot be played, they are awarded the 
maximum number of match points that would have been available to them had they been given the opportunity 
to contest them.   They will be awarded these points in the form of a 28-0 victory so as not to prejudice their points 
difference, which in a four-match tournament is more likely to be a relevant criterion for determining which team 
progresses from the Pool/Pool Stage than in a longer campaign such as a season-long league campaign. 
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Teams who are unable to fulfil fixtures are awarded no match points, not because they are considered to have 
failed to fulfil the fixture due to some fault of their own, but because it seems to EPCR that it is wholly inappropriate 
to award match points to teams that have been unable to meet their commitment to fulfil fixtures. 
 
Clearly there is a conflict in that logic when neither team is in a position to fulfil the fixture, but on the basis that 
the situation is the same for both clubs, declaring a 0-0 draw and awarding two match points to each team is the 
most appropriate way to reconcile the match result without unfairly prejudicing the prospects of either team 
AND/OR distorting the tournament standings for the other teams taking part. 
 
The Match Results Resolution Matrix also tries to envisage scenarios where matches cannot take place for reasons 
other than positive test results or other injury or match fitness issues, i.e.  local quarantine requirements and/or 
travel difficulties.   The matrix favours teams who are unable to play for non-health/injury/fitness reasons, i.e.  for 
local quarantine reasons or travel issues, over those who are unable to play because of the number of positive 
tests their players and staff have generated or some other injury or fitness issue, because such teams WOULD be 
in a position to contest the match if the match could be rescheduled beyond the immediate weekend (whereas 
a team who is unable to fulfil a fixture because of the COVID-19 status of their players would be unable to safely 
fulfil the fixture for some time thereafter). 
 
It is therefore hoped that this solution represents ‘the least-worst option’ for resolving match results in the highly 
unsatisfactory scenario that a match cannot be played.   The following table develops some of the shorthand 
notations in the Match Result Resolution Matrix:  
 

1. Business as usual, Match played as scheduled and is unimpacted. 

2. Clubs cannot travel into local quarantine area at host club, Host Club & EPCR search for an alternative venue 
to host Match.   Match declared a 0-0 draw if EPCR unable to find an alternative venue. 

3. Host Club cannot fulfil fixture due to +ve player tests (or any other medical, injury or match fitness issues), 
Host Club forfeits. 

4. Local quarantine or some other travel issue results in visiting team being unable to leave for Match OR 
travel into a specific territory, Visitor Club forfeits if match cannot be rescheduled in the same weekend. 

5. Local quarantine or some other travel issue results in team being unable to leave for Match, Visitor Club 
forfeits despite any hosting issues experienced by Host Club if match cannot be rescheduled in the same 
weekend. 

6. Host Club cannot fulfil fixture due to +ve player tests (or any other medical, injury or match fitness issues), 
Host Club forfeits regardless, whether or not Visiting Club is able to travel for Match. 

7. Visitor Club cannot fulfil fixture due to +ve player tests (or any other medical, injury or match fitness issues), 
Visitor Club forfeits. 

8. Visitor Club cannot fulfil fixture due to +ve player tests (or any other medical, injury or match fitness issues), 
Visitor Club forfeits despite any hosting issues experienced by host (other than situations arising under 
scenario 9). 

9. Neither club can play due to +ve player tests (or any other medical, injury or match fitness issues) match 
declared a 0-0 draw, both teams awarded 2 match points. 

 
 
Knockout Stage Matches 
 

 HOST UNIMPACTED  HOST CANNOT HOST AT HOME VENUE 
HOST CANNOT/WILL NOT 

PLAY 

VISITOR NOT 
IMPACTED 

1.  MATCH PLAYED 
BUSINESS AS USUAL 

2.  ALTERNATIVE VENUE TO BE FOUND, 
WHERE POSSIBLE (IF MATCH CANNOT BE 
PLAYED, MATTER IS REFERRED TO MATCH 

RESULT RESOLUTION PANEL) 

3.  VISITOR WINS 
(HOST TEAM FORFEIT) 

VISITOR CAN 
PLAY BUT 

NOT TRAVEL 

4.  HOST WINS 
(BASED ON RANKING 

VISITOR TEAM 
FORFEIT) 

5.  HOST WINS 
(BASED ON RANKING 

VISITOR TEAM FORFEIT) 

6.  VISITOR WINS 
(HOST TEAM FORFEIT) 

VISITOR 
CANNOT/WILL 

NOT PLAY 

7.  HOST WINS 
(BASED ON RANKING 

VISITOR TEAM 
FORFEIT) 

8.  HOST WINS 
(BASED ON RANKING 

VISITOR TEAM FORFEIT) 

9.  HOST WINS 
(BASED ON RANKING 

VISITOR TEAM FORFEIT) 
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Explanatory Note 
 
The decision-making framework contained in the above matrix is intended to resolve cancelled matches in favour 
of teams who are/were in a position to contest the fixture.   The point of this matrix is not to apportion blame or 
suggest that one team or the other was in some way at fault because the match could not take place. 
 
In the Knockout Stage, EPCR does not need to be concerned with awarding points.   It is only necessary to 
determine which team ought to proceed to the next round.   EPCR’s primary objective is to make sure matches 
can be played wherever possible, but where a match cannot be played (and due to the close proximity of 
subsequent rounds of matches) it is necessary for EPCR to progress teams who would be in a position to play in 
the next round immediately (it would be folly, for example, to award a bye to a team who would not be in a position 
to play in the next round of matches). 
 
If a Knockout Stage match needs to be cancelled, then EPCR will have the additional criteria of Pool Stage ranking 
on which to rely when determining which team should proceed, and when a match is cancelled for reasons NOT 
involving positive tests or some other injury or match fitness issue, i.e.  in circumstances where declaring the 
match a draw would normally be the course of action, EPCR will default to the club who were the highest ranked 
at the end of the Pool Stage, and that team will progress to the next round (so long as the situation which has 
forced the cancellation of the match – local quarantine, etc.  – would not prevent that team from taking part in 
the match in the next round). 
 
The following table develops some of the notations in the Match Result Resolution Matrix: 
 

1. Business as usual, Match played as scheduled and is unimpacted. 

2. Clubs cannot travel into local quarantine area at host club, Host Club & EPCR search for an alternative venue 
to host Match. 

3. Host Club cannot fulfil fixture due to +ve player tests (or any other medical, injury or match fitness issues), 
Host Club forfeits. 

4. Local quarantine results in team being unable to leave for Match, Visitor Club forfeits. 
5. Local quarantine resulting in team being unable to leave for Match, Visitor Club forfeits despite any issues 

experienced by Host Club. 
6. Host Club cannot fulfil fixture due to +ve player tests (or any other medical, injury or match fitness issues), 

Host Club forfeits, regardless, whether or not Visiting Club is able to travel for Match. 

7. Visitor Club cannot play due to +ve player tests, Match cannot be played, Visitor Club forfeits. 

8. Visitor Club cannot play due to +ve player tests meaning Match cannot be played, Visitor Club forfeits 
despite any issues experienced by host. 

9. Visitor Club cannot play due to +ve player tests meaning Match cannot be played, Visitor Club forfeits 
despite any issues experienced by Host Club. 

 

For a Round-of-16 Match in the Heineken Champions Cup, in the event that one of the two legs making up the 
Match cannot be played then the result will be determined by reference to the Pool Stage matrix, above.  If neither 
leg can be played, then the matter will be referred to the Match Result Resolution Panel to determine which team 
will proceed to the next round of the Tournament. 
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Appendix Seven 
 

Player Numbering 

1. Loose head prop 

2. Hooker 

3. Tight head prop 

4. Left lock 

5. Right lock 

6. Left flanker 

7. Right flanker 

8. Number eight 

9. Scrum half 

10. Fly half 

11. Left wing 

12. Left centre 

13. Right centre 

14. Right wing 

15. Full back 

Replacements 

(i) In each Match, each Club must select at least three specialist Front Row Players as replacements.  These 
replacements shall be numbered 16 (replacement hooker), 17 (replacement loose head prop) and 18 
(replacement tight head prop).   

(ii) The remaining replacements shall be numbered from 19 up to 23 inclusive with forwards (including 
additional Front Row Players) numbered before backs. 

(iii) Subject to clause (i), above, replacement forwards shall be numbered in order from Front Row Players 
(hooker first) to Number 8. 

(iv) Replacement backs shall be numbered in order from scrum half to full back.   

(v) Players who have not reached 19 years of age (on the day of the relevant Match) must be identified on the 
replacement sheet with an asterisk (*) since HIA1 will not apply to such Players. 
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Appendix Eight 
 

Additional Player Undertaking 

I, ________________ [name] of __________________ [name of Club] ("Club"), having read and understood the relevant 
provisions of the 2021/22 European Rugby Tournament Rules, and in particular those concerning the registration 
and eligibility of Players, hereby undertake on behalf of the Club and on behalf of ______________________ [name of 
Player] ("Additional Player") that for a single continuous period of at least three months:  

(a) the contract that the Club and the Additional Player entered into on ______________ [date of contract] (under 
which the Additional Player is obliged to participate in all appropriate player activities, including playing 
for the Club, if selected) will continue to be performed and remain in full force and effect; and  

(b) the Additional Player will have no contract and/or registration and/or other arrangement with any other 
rugby union body, rugby union person, rugby union entity or rugby union club such as would prevent the 
Additional Player from playing for the Club.    

 

Dated:   _____________________ 

 

Signed:    _____________________ 

 

Name:    _____________________ 

 

Position (within the Club):  _____________________ 
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Appendix Nine 
 

Technical Zone Protocol 

1. Location and Dimensions  

1.1 Two technical zones (one for each Club) must be provided within the Playing Enclosure, on the 
same side of the Playing Area, one on either side of the half-way line and outside the Playing Area.    

1.2 The technical zones must be marked on the ground and, in each case, the line nearest the touchline 
must be parallel to the touchline. 

1.3 Save where otherwise designated by EPCR, each of the technical zones must commence a 
minimum of five metres from the half-way line, must not exceed ten metres in length and three 
metres in width, and where practically possible, must not be less than two metres from the touch-
line and must be behind the perimeter advertising boards, with easy access to the Playing Area (see 
diagram, below). 

2. Personnel and Conduct Permitted in the Technical Zones 

2.1 The following persons may be present in each Club’s technical zone during a Match:  

(a) one certified and practising medical doctor;  

(b) subject to clause 3, below, up to two other medically trained personnel (certified and 
practising medical doctors or physiotherapists only);  

(c) subject to clause 4, below, up to two water carriers; and 

(d) the Technical Zone Manager (who will be responsible for the Club's compliance with this 
technical zone protocol during the Match).    

2.2 All personnel permitted to be present in the technical zones pursuant to clause 2.1, above, must 
wear suitable armbands and/or bibs (which, for the Heineken Champions Cup and the EPCR 
Challenge Cup, will be supplied by EPCR) at all times during the Match.    

2.3 Subject to Appendix Three to these Tournament Rules (which requires 
coaching/management/medical staff and Players to gather and remain in their respective technical 
zones during a place kick competition), aside from those persons referred to in clause 2.1, above, no 
other person (including Club officials, coaching/management/medical staff and Players) may be 
present in the technical zones during a Match.  And under no circumstances may any of the persons 
present in the technical zone pursuant to clause 2.1, above, be a Player serving a suspension 
imposed under the Disciplinary Rules.    

2.4 Without prejudice to clause 4.7 of the Tournament Rules and the generality of the Disciplinary 
Rules, all persons present in the technical zone (a) must conduct themselves at all times in an 
orderly fashion in accordance with the highest standards of disciplined and sporting behaviour; and 
(b) must not obstruct, interfere with or (subject to when the Technical Zone Manager is complying 
with Appendix Five to these Tournament Rules) direct any comments towards Match officials. 

3. Medical Personnel 

3.1 Of the two medically-trained personnel referred to in clause 2.1(b), above, one may be positioned on 
the far side of the Playing Area on the touch-line opposite the technical zones, and the other may 
be positioned on the near side of the Playing Area on the touch-line adjacent to the technical zones, 
but the two may not be together on one touch-line.  These medical personnel must, where 
practically possible, stay behind the perimeter advertising boards.  They may move up and down 
the touchlines, keeping up with play, but must at all times pay due regard to the respective needs 
and rights of Players, Match officials, spectators, Broadcast Partners and EPCR's commercial 
partners.    
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3.2 In the case of injury to a Player in the Playing Area, the certified medical doctor referred to in clause 
2.1(a), above and/or the medically-trained personnel referred to in clause 2.1(b), above, and/or the 
Match Day Doctor (if appointed) may enter the Playing Area in accordance with the Laws of the 
Game.    

4. Water Carriers 

4.1 Subject to clause 4.4, below, the water carriers referred to in clause 2.1(c), above, must remain in 
their respective technical zones at all times unless they enter the Playing Area to provide water, 
which they may do only during stoppages in play in the case of injury to a Player in the Playing Area.  
For the avoidance of doubt, the water carriers are not permitted in the Playing Area during penalty 
kicks at goal.    

4.2 At all times, Players may come to the touch-line adjacent to the technical zones to receive water. 

4.3 Under no circumstances may water bottles or other containers be thrown onto the Playing Area.    

4.4 One of the water carriers may enter the Playing Area to provide a kicking tee or sand to a kicker 
preparing to take a penalty kick at goal or conversion (i.e.  once one of the Club's Players has (a) 
indicated that he intends to kick at goal after a penalty has been awarded, or (b) scored a try).    

4.5 Neither of the water carriers referred to in clause 2.1(c), above, may be the Club’s head coach. 

5. Administration and Enforcement of the Technical Zone Protocol 

5.1 During a Match, the number 4 and 5 Match officials will administer and enforce this technical zone 
protocol on behalf of the Match referee.  If there is a breach of this technical zone protocol, one or 
both of the number 4 and 5 Match officials will report the matter to the Match referee, who may 
caution any person responsible for such a breach (which can include, for the avoidance of doubt, a 
member of a Club’s coaching/management/medical staff) or, at his discretion, expel that person 
from the technical zone and the Playing Enclosure. 

5.2 Without prejudice to any action taken by the Match officials pursuant to clause 5.1, above, any 
breach of this technical zone protocol (including those resulting in expulsions from the technical 
zone and the Playing Enclosure) may be reported to the Disciplinary Officer, who may investigate 
the matter, hold an enquiry and/or bring a Misconduct complaint pursuant to the Disciplinary Rules.    

6. Personnel Outside the Technical Zones and the Playing Enclosure 

6.1 Subject to clause 3, above, and save where (a) replacements enter the Playing Area pursuant to the 
replacement protocol at Appendix Five to these Tournament Rules or warm up pursuant to clause 
6.2, below, and/or (b) the Club's coaching staff enter the Playing Area at the half time interval to 
attend to the Club's Players, each Club’s replacements and coaching/management/medical staff 
must be located outside the Playing Enclosure throughout the Match.    

6.2 If replacements wish to warm up, they may do so either (a) in a designated warm-up area outside 
the Playing Area (where they may use balls, hit-shields and/or any other rugby equipment), or (b) in 
their own Club’s in-goal area, i.e. the defending in-goal-area (where they may use balls and hit-
shields only, which must be removed from the in-goal area immediately following the warm-up).    

7. Players Temporarily Suspended 
 
7.1 When a Player is Temporarily Suspended, subject to clause 7.3, below, that Player must remain in 

the ‘sin bin’ area (as designated pursuant to clause 4.3.2 of the Tournament Rules) for the duration 
of the Temporary Suspension. 

 
7.2 A Temporarily Suspended Player may be given water and warm clothing while in the ‘sin bin’ area.  

If half-time occurs during the Temporary Suspension period, the Player may go to his Club’s 
dressing room but must return directly to the designated ‘sin bin’ area for the remaining period of 
his Temporary Suspension when the second half begins.   
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7.3 A one-minute warm-up period is permitted prior to the Temporarily Suspended Player returning to 
the Playing Area, in which the Player may leave the ‘sin bin’ area.    
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Appendix Ten 
 

HIA Review Process 

The process set out in this Appendix Ten (“HIA Review Process”) establishes the procedure by which any incident 
that takes place in (or is related to) a Match that (a) is connected with HIA and/or concussion and/or related 
matters; and/or (b) is either routinely reviewed or referred by EPCR to the HIA Review Processor and/or the EPCR 
HIA Review Panel ("Head Injury Event") may be reviewed. 

For the avoidance of any doubt, neither this HIA Review Process, nor any action taken pursuant to this HIA Review 
Process, precludes the Disciplinary Officer from investigating any such incident and/or bringing disciplinary 
proceedings in respect of any such incident (or taking any other action he considers appropriate pursuant to the 
Disciplinary Rules). 

Initial Review by the HIA Review Processor (Alligin Performance and Independent Video Reviewers (IVR’s)) 

1. EPCR (or World Rugby where it requests it) may refer Head Injury Events to the HIA Review Processor for 
the purposes of review.   The HIA Review Processor will review all Head Injury Events (a)  as part of the 
routine post game video review process or (b) if  referred by EPCR.   If any third party wishes to refer an 
incident to the HIA Review processor, it may only do so through the EPCR Disciplinary Officer, who will 
refer the matter to the HIA Review Processor and inform the referrer of the outcome. 

2. The procedure by which such review is carried out is intended to be flexible and will be at the discretion of 
the HIA Review Processor, where appropriate under direction or guidance from EPCR.   It is anticipated 
that the HIA Review Processor's review will include (at least) a review of the video footage of the relevant 
Head Injury Event. 

3. The HIA Review Processor may request, from any Club or Person, documents, video footage, statements, 
answers to questions (whether by correspondence through a secure online portal or in a meeting, at the 
discretion of the HIA Review Processor) and/or other materials to assist the HIA Review Processor with its 
review. 

4. All Clubs and Persons must comply in full with such requests, and must facilitate compliance by others (for 
example, if requested to do so by the HIA Review Processor, Players must permit Club Medics to disclose 
to the HIA Review Processor details of their respective injuries and illnesses, treatment and other relevant 
matters), and it will not be a valid excuse for a Club and/or any of its Persons that has failed or refused to 
comply with such a request to rely on any privilege against self-incrimination: any such privilege is deemed 
to have been waived by the Club and its Persons. 

5. In the event of a disagreement between the IVR and the Club doctor on the interpretation of a video, the 
IVR shall inform the Chief Medical Officer (CMO) of the Club’s Union who may consult with the World Rugby 
Independent Video Interpretation Expert Group.   If consulted, the World Rugby Independent Video 
Interpretation Expert Group shall ordinarily provide its written report within 24 hours of receipt of the 
review request.   Notwithstanding any referral to (or report from) the World Rugby Independent Video 
Interpretation Expert Group, the IVR still has the ability to refer a case in accordance with paragraph 8 
below. 

6. If the IVR and CMO of the Club’s Union concludes that there is a justifiable medical reason or explanation 
for an incident, no further referral will be required and the CMO of the Club’s Union will decide whether 
further education and/or training is required. 

7. If the IVR and/or CMO of the Club’s Union concludes that there is anything other than a justifiable medical 
reason or explanation for an incident, the HIA review processor and CMO of the Club’s Union must refer 
the case to the HIA Review Group set out in paragraph 8 below.   By way of guidance only, below is a non-
exhaustive list of examples which should result in a referral to the HIA Review Group: 

(a) a deliberate or reckless failure to comply with the World Rugby Head Injury Assessment Protocol 
(for example, off-field assessment completed in a time that compromises quality of assessment, or 
potential tactical manipulation); 

(b) a failure in the delivery of video viewing (for example, no side-line video link); 
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(c) a deliberate attempt by any team member to influence a medic in relation to HIA; 

(d) repeated errors (more than two in a two-year period) in the application of the World Rugby Head 
Injury Assessment Protocol; 

(e) evidence of a deliberate obstruction of the World Rugby Head Injury Assessment Protocol or the 
HIA Review Process; and/or 

(f) existence of any other act or omission in relation to the World Rugby Head Injury Assessment 
Protocol that significantly jeopardises player welfare. 

Subsequent Review by the EPCR HIA Review Panel 

8. The HIA Review Group shall be appointed by the Chairman of EPCR’s Independent Disciplinary Panel and 
ordinarily be composed of an: 

(a) Independent Lawyer (who must be eligible to sit as a Judicial Officer under World Rugby 
Regulations) who shall chair the HIA Review Group; 

(b) CMO of the Club’s Union (in the event that the CMO of the Club's Union is unavailable then the CMO 
of another Club's Union will be appointed) ;  

(c) a World Rugby nominated representative; and 

(d) a representative from EPCR. 

For the avoidance of doubt, the CMO of the Club’s Union shall be entitled at any point to informally consult 
with the CMO of the other participating Union if he/she so wishes.   

9. The chair of the HIA Review Group may, if he/she wishes: 

(a) invite a representative(s) of other participating unions/federations to sit as additional members of 
the HIA Review Group; and/or 

(b) consult with other third parties such as tournament organisers. 

10. The HIA Review Group will preferably meet in person (or via conference call if absolutely necessary) within 
36 hours of a referral by the IVR or the CMO of the Club’s Union. 

11. The HIA Review Group may at any point make further enquiries of the club, the independent reviewer 
and/or the World Rugby Video Interpretation Expert Group and such individuals or groups must provide 
responses to such enquires by the deadline set by the HIA Review Group. 

12. The HIA Review Group has the power to investigate all matters referred to it and all clubs must cooperate 
in full with such investigations, including providing requested information within the timeframes provided.   
Provided all timeframes set by the Group are complied with, the Group will ordinarily issue its findings 
within 14 days of the referral. 

13. Following conclusion of an investigation, the HIA Review Group may in its absolute discretion: 

(a) make recommendations for further education and training for the Club personnel, including the 
Club doctor; 

(b) make recommendations for the World Rugby HIA Working Group to consider an alteration in the 
process, education and/or training; and/or 

(c) make a referral to the EPCR Disciplinary Officer to consider further disciplinary action. 
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14. The HIA Review Group must send a written report to the Club, Club’s Union and relevant competition 
organiser setting out its recommendations. 

15. There is no power to appeal any decision of the HIA Review Group. 

Confidentiality 

16. Subject to the following, all proceedings before the HIA Review Processor and/or the EPCR HIA Review 
Panel will be confidential: 

(a) EPCR may, at its discretion, publish (in whole or in part) the decisions and reports of the HIA Review 
Processor and/or the EPCR HIA Review Panel, including a summary of such decisions and reports.   
EPCR will ordinarily consult with the HIA Review Processor/HIA Review Group and the CMO of the 
union/federation concerned before making any public statement. 

(b) Ordinarily, the report of the EPCR HIA Review Panel will be disclosed by EPCR to the Clubs and 
Persons that are connected with the HIA Incident, but that will be at EPCR's discretion (and EPCR 
might, for example, elect not to disclose it or to disclose only a redacted version). 

For the avoidance of doubt, unless the chairman of the EPCR HIA Review Panel expressly orders otherwise, 
the written report of the EPCR HIA Review Panel, and all material reviewed by the HIA Review Processor 
and/or the EPCR HIA Review Panel in respect of the relevant HIA Incident, will be provided to the 
Disciplinary Officer and will be capable of being used as evidence in any subsequent disciplinary 
proceedings. 
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